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About the Report
Developed with generous support from a Google Global Impact Award and in dialogue with our partners—the Student Veterans of America (SVA), the Posse Foundation, and the Veterans of Foreign Wars (VFW)—this summary report uses an interdisciplinary, data-driven approach to understand how today’s Post-9/11 military servicemembers are faring in their transition processes, especially in higher education. The report prioritizes an evidence-based approach through targeted surveys, interviews, and focus groups and centers the perspectives of recent servicemembers (active-duty, reserves, National Guard, veterans, and their families) in its analyses. Research findings are based on multi-method studies of servicemembers in their multiple roles: as warfighters, civilians, students, professionals, employees, and family members, among others. Research results are designed to elevate the public, academic, and policy discourse on Post-9/11 servicemembers, to inform recommendations to improve post-service transition, and to form the foundation for a second study on best strategies for servicemembers in higher education and civilian careers. All data and results will be made publically available online for military and veterans’ communities; government, policymakers, and administrative staff at federal agencies; and the academic community, including scholars, administrators, and academic leaders.
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In 2013, the Institute for Veterans and Military Families at Syracuse University (IVMF) launched an ambitious research program, supported by a Google Global Impact Award, aimed to cultivate a deeper understanding of the social, economic, and wellness concerns of the newest generation of U.S. veterans. The research program’s principal objective is to highlight the breadth and diversity of our transitioning servicemembers and veterans, in the context of their first-hand, lived experiences across multiple role identities including warfighter, family member, student, and community leader, among others.

To this end, the IVMF research team developed a comprehensive multi-phased research effort to capture these experiences and identities, with a keen interest on transitioning servicemembers and veterans considering or pursuing higher education. The first phase of this effort commenced with a robust survey, carefully designed and distributed through multiple partners in government, higher education, private sector, and the media. This effort resulted in what is arguably one of the most sweeping datasets to date representing the lived experiences of our latest generation of veterans and military families.

Specifically, more than 8,500 veterans, active duty servicemembers, members of the National Guard and Reserves, and military-connected dependents gave their time to take to share their motivations to serve, and subsequently return to civilian life; their post-service academic plans, aspirations, and barriers; their academic experiences and perceptions; and their broader, yet related transition experiences. These insights are both rich and remarkable.

The data, moreover, comprise one of the more representative nonrandom samples of the latest generation of veterans, especially on important demographic factors such as branch of service, ratio of enlisted to officer, and gender. Despite familiar challenges in reaching a wide number of veterans, the team’s diligence and collaboration with key partners in the Department of Veterans Affairs, Student Veterans of America, Veterans of Foreign Wars, and the Military Times, among others, proved critical to capturing this diversity.

This initial report, aptly titled Missing Perspectives, serves as the inaugural publication in what will be a continuing series of IVMF research papers and commentary over the next year, highlighting issues and opportunities related to veterans’ transition broadly, and higher education specifically.
KEY HIGHLIGHTS
To date, existing research related to veterans and higher education has focused on issues of persistence, attainment, and readjustment. The following report addresses what has been a critical gap in understanding the transition experience generally, particularly the transition from the military to higher education. That is, the report emphasizes the social and cultural barriers that affect the transition experience, narrated through the voices of veterans.

Most importantly, it reveals veterans’ first-hand experiences, their pre-, in-, and post-service motivations; their perceived strengths, skills, and shortcomings; their future educational and employment aspirations; and their enduring contributions to public service.

Overall, the survey suggests a strongly positive perception of the military experience and that military service was primarily motivated by education benefits (53%); a desire to serve the country (53%); and the opportunity for new experiences, adventures, or travel (49%). A strong majority of respondents (88%) reported that joining the military was a “good decision.”

On higher education, the study suggests that experiences in the military motivate and promote a heightened interest in advanced education. An overwhelming majority (92%) agreed or agreed strongly that higher education is central to a successful transition from military to civilian life. This finding holds true regardless of gender, ethnicity and race, socio-economic background and geography, and military specialties and training.

At the same time, however, the study also highlights significant barriers to realizing the potential individual and societal gains from our country’s massive investment in veterans’ education. For example, while most veterans perceived that their military-learned skills and leadership would contribute positively to an educational setting (84%), a majority (53%) also voiced the belief that the colleges and universities they attend (or aspire to attend) do not recognize the value of these specific and military-learned skills. Further, veterans also cite inadequate financial resources or a financial burden (56%); conflict with personal or family obligations (28%); expiration of GI Bill benefits prior to degree completion (25%); issues related to wellness and/or disability (23%); and conflict between employment and school (22%) as barriers to educational persistence and attainment.

ADDITIONAL HIGHLIGHTS

WHAT DOES SERVICE MEAN?

What Motivates Military Service?
- Educational benefits (53%)
- Desire to serve my country (52%)
- Opportunity to pursue new experiences, adventures, or travel (49%)

Was Military Service Worth It?
- 88 percent reported (“moderately” or “completely”) that joining the military was a good decision
- 82 percent indicate that that military service has positively impacted post-service outcomes

Skills and Attributes Strengthened by Military Service?
- Work ethic and discipline (87%)
- Teamwork (86%)
- Leadership (82%)
- Mental toughness (81%)
- Ability to Adapt (78%)

Why Did You Leave Military Service?
- Lost faith or trust in military and/or political leadership (36%)
- The desire to pursue education and training opportunities outside the military (32%)
- For family reasons or obligations (31%)

ON THE TRANSITION FROM MILITARY TO CIVILIAN LIFE

Most Significant Transition Challenges?
- Navigating VA programs, benefits, and services (60%)
- Finding a job (55%)
- Adjusting to civilian culture (41%)
- Addressing financial challenges (40%)
- Applying military-learned skills to civilian life (39%)

Military Influence on Post-Service Aspirations?
- 66% reported that military service prepared them for their civilian career, yet
- 55% indicate the desire to pursue a career different from their military specialty (MOS, AFSC, etc.)
- 47% indicate the desire to pursue a career different from their actual (in practice) military role

Service-Connected Disability Impact on Transition Experience?
- 58% reported a service-connected disability
- 79% of those indicating a service-connected disability, report their disability/disability-status as an obstacle in transition:
  - In their personal life (87%)
  - In holding a job (40%)
  - In getting a job (38%)
  - Completing their education (28%)
  - Starting their education (12%)
ON THE TRANSITION TO HIGHER EDUCATION

Military Service Influence on Higher Education?
- 73% reported that the military service experience promoted their interest in education
- 71% reported that the military service experience promoted their interest in training, certification, or licensing programs
- 68% reported that the military service experience prepared them for education
- 43% indicated that their military specialization, job, or training was STEM related

Motivations to Pursue Higher Education?
- Career or job opportunities (86%)
- Self-improvement and personal growth (71%)
- Potential for improving economic status (69%)
- Professional advancement (56%)
- Leverage earned benefits (51%)
- A desire to “help people/society” (43%)
- Enhance technical skills (31%)

Barriers to Persist in Higher Education?
- Lack of financial resources/financial burden (56%)
- Personal/family obligations (28%)
- GI Bill benefits expire before degree completion (25%)
- Issues related to wellness and/or disability (23%)
- Conflict between job and school (22%)

So how has this played out in practice?
Consider, for example, that post-9/11 veterans make up barely 1 percent of the total undergraduate students enrolled at the U.S. News “Top 20 Colleges and Universities in America.” Juxtapose that with the fact that, year over year, online for-profit colleges have received the greatest share of taxpayer-funded tuition under the post-9/11 GI Bill—a nearly 40 percent of all GI Bill tuition payments over the past five years. On average, veterans attending these schools drop-out at exceedingly high rates, and if they do graduate, are often overwhelmed by student-loan debt and persistently struggle to find living-wage employment in a labor market that does not uniformly value their expensive online degrees.

Why does this situation persist?
In part, as highlighted by the insights gained from the Missing Perspectives study, many of the barriers that veterans face in traditional higher-education settings are rooted in the fact that veterans are, by definition, non-traditional students. That is, they are older than their non-veteran student peers, more likely to be married and have children, and therefore need to hold down a job while in school. Unfortunately, non-traditional students represent a growing, yet long marginalized, population of students at our best public and private educational institutions. Too few top schools offer degree programs that complement the lifestyle demands of the non-traditional student. However, the challenge goes beyond programs and process.

It’s also the case that the prevailing rhetoric related to veterans and traditional higher-education remains one largely grounded in the notion of obligation—a responsibility to ‘repay a debt’ to those who have served. In other words, too many leaders in higher education have yet to come around to the ‘business case’ for meaningful investment in student veterans’ educational success. As a result, they unwittingly contribute to a missed opportunity of historic proportions—the opportunity to make our best academic institutions richer, more dynamic, more diverse, and ultimately
better by purposefully integrating and empowering veterans across our campus communities.

After WWII, veterans flooded our nation’s colleges and universities, arriving on campus with global experiences, broad diversity, and a commitment to service. In our classrooms, on our athletic fields, and in our student organizations they proved themselves adept at team building, resilient, resourceful, and entrepreneurial, and they exercised dynamic leadership abilities that had been previously tested and proven under the most grave, real world conditions imaginable. They made our best academic institutions better, and in turn, those institutions, through education, literally empowered them to change our society, our economy, and the world for more than a half a century.

**NEXT STEPS**

Beginning with this study, we intend to give voice to student veterans in a way that seeds a new line of actionable scholarship and thought leadership related to veterans and higher education. Over the next year, the IVMF will launch a new research series on veteran education, highlighting various aspects from this and subsequent data collection efforts focused on themes that include:

- **Student veterans and STEM education**
- **Navigation of benefits and services in education**
- **Leveraging veteran talent on campus**
- **Overcoming barriers to attainment**
  - (e.g., disability, financial, family)
- **Dependent use of GI Bill benefits**
- **Under-use of GI Bill benefits**
- **Distance and adult learning**
- **Bridging the civilian-military divide in higher education**
- **Women veterans’ post-service transition to, and experience in, higher education**
- **Debunking myths about veterans in higher education**

After President Bush signed the Post-9/11 GI Bill into law (June 2008), President Obama later said as the bill went into force (in August of 2009): “we do this because these men and women must now be prepared to lead our nation in the peaceful pursuit of economic leadership in the 21st century.” To that end, we aim to spark a new discourse on how our colleges and universities view and empower student veterans, a discourse that pushes higher education past the “veteran friendly” rhetoric to seize the long-term value of veteran students and alumni, and a discourse that makes real the intended promise of the Post-9/11 GI Bill, not only for our veterans, but for all Americans.
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Summary

This report—part of a larger phased study on U.S. military servicemembers’ post-service transition, with a special emphasis on education—explores recent Gulf War and Post-9/11 servicemembers’ perspectives on their diverse service and post-service experiences, their educational and employment aspirations and pathways, and their ongoing contribution to public service. We surveyed more than 8,500 servicemembers (active-duty, reserves, National Guard, veterans, and their families) and have built one of the few comprehensive, national datasets on recent servicemembers’ experiences. Overall, we find that recent servicemembers report an overwhelmingly positive experience of military service and, furthermore, that service both motivates and promotes an interest in education and in developing professional post-service capabilities. We also find that military service—while it creates lasting impacts and challenges, including one of the highest rates of service-related disabilities for this generation of veterans—also tends to heighten servicemembers’ belief that education is a key asset in the transition process and adds to servicemembers’ sense of post-service success and confidence. Despite the diversity of the military, we also found broad agreement on these issues—across gender, ethnicity and race, background and geography, military jobs, training, and positions. At the core of this research rests our commitment to deepening the understanding of today’s veterans by prioritizing servicemembers’ diverse perspectives across the continuum of their experiences—as warfighters, family members, students, community members, among many other roles—to capture the bigger picture of veterans’ post-service aspirations, lessons, concerns, and achievements. This summary report analyzes these responses, including much qualitative data, and presents initial findings that begin to fill in the gaps the “missing perspectives” of today’s servicemembers—as we make the case for why this research is urgent and necessary.

This study also addresses a significant paradox facing recent U.S. military servicemembers. We are witnessing, on the one hand, one of the highest peaks in public support for members of the U.S. armed services. In public confidence studies, since 1989 the U.S. military has ranked as the top-most trusted institution, with 74 percent of Americans expressing confidence in the institution. Across the nation, calls to “support our troops” abound, along with public appreciation for uniformed servicemembers, preferential hiring for veterans in public and private-sector jobs, and one of the most generous educational benefits since the original GI Bill of Rights of 1944 in the Post-9/11 GI Bill. But despite such support, there is, on the other hand, a lack of deep public understanding and even interest in servicemembers’ actual service experiences and post-service welfare.

In light of multiple deployments, new forms of asymmetric warfare, and high rates of injury and disability, many veterans struggle with defining a coherent narrative about their wartime experiences. As student veteran Sebastian Bae writes in Foreign Policy, “despite a decade of war, today’s veterans remain faceless, marginalized from society—either heroes or villains”—while too often, “thank you for your service” represents the banality of society’s understanding of the nation’s wars and the men and women who fought them.”

In academic and federal research, an evidence-based picture of Post-9/11 military servicemembers—their perspectives on military service and post-service life—is largely missing from national policy discussions of service, security, and transition. We know from historical scholarship that prior veterans’ cohorts, including World War II veterans, made significant contributions to post-war American life in education, employment and earnings, political and civic engagement, among other areas. Such gaps in our understanding of this generation’s veterans, thus, raises the prospect of costly lost opportunities—not only for veterans and their families—but for the nation and its institutions as a whole if we fail to leverage the talent, training, expertise, dedication, and discipline of today’s veterans.

Contribution

Our research intends to elevate the visibility of Post-9/11 servicemembers—their diverse experiences, post-service education, employment pathways, and ongoing social and public contributions—in national public discourse, academic inquiry, and policy discussions across state and federal government. By advancing data-driven research, these findings will help many understand the service and post-service experiences, opportunities, and challenges for recent servicemembers, including their transition challenges in civilian life, higher education, careers, and community endeavors. Our research will ultimately comprise both theoretical resources and practical tools for stakeholders across many communities.
MISSING PERSPECTIVES:  
SERVICEMEMBERS’ TRANSITION FROM SERVICE TO CIVILIAN LIFE

POPULATION

OVER 23 MILLION LIVING, US MILITARY SERVICEMEMBERS OF TOTAL POPULATION 18 AND OVER
9% ARE VETERANS (OVER 21.2 MILLION) AND
1% ARE ACTIVE DUTY/ACTIVATED NATIONAL GUARD AND RESERVES (OVER 2.1 MILLION)

MILITARY SERVICE

TOP REASONS FOR JOINING

EDUCATION BENEFITS 53%
DESIRE TO SERVE COUNTRY 52%
NEW EXPERIENCES/ADVENTURE/TRAVEL 49%
SENSE OF PURPOSE 36%
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 31%

88% REPORTED THAT JOINING THE MILITARY WAS A GOOD DECISION

MILITARY SKILLS

SKILLS DEVELOPED DURING SERVICE

WORK ETHIC/DISCIPLINE 87%
TEAMWORK 86%
LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT SKILLS 82%
MENTAL TOUGHNESS 81%
ADAPTATION TO DIFFERENT CHALLENGES 78%

81% indicated that their military specialty (MOS, AFSC, Rating, or designator) accurately described the military jobs that they performed during service

43% STEM RELATED MILITARY SPECIALIZATIONS/JOBS report that their military specialization, job, or training is science, technology, engineering, or mathematics related

HIGHER EDUCATION

MOTIVATORS FOR PURSUING EDUCATION

86% CAREER/JOB OPPORTUNITIES
71% SELF-IMPROVEMENT
69% POTENTIAL FOR MAKING MONEY
56% PROFESSIONAL ADVANCEMENT
51% TO USE BENEFITS

PROBLEMS OR BARRIERS THAT HINDERED PURSUIT OF EDUCATION

56% LACK OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES
28% PERSONAL/FAMILY OBLIGATIONS
25% GI BILL BENEFITS EXPIRED
23% HEALTH/DISABILITY ISSUES
22% CONFLICT BETWEEN JOB AND SCHOOL

PROBLEMS FACED WHILE PURSING EDUCATION

37% AGE DIFFERENCES
32% LACK OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES
32% WORKING FULL TIME JOB
29% FAMILY RESPONSIBILITIES
26% FEW VETERAN RESOURCES ON CAMPUS

84% felt there was a place for veterans’ leadership, achievement, and/or excellence on campus at colleges/universities

YET ONLY 53% felt that colleges/universities recognize the specific strengths and skills veterans bring to campus

GI BILL

1,088,411 TOTAL NUMBER OF GI BILL USERS NATIONALLY AS OF 2014

—a number that represents about 12 billion dollars per year and covers higher education and training, licensing, and credentialing programs—but includes

LESS THAN HALF OF ELIGIBLE VETERANS
Yet, despite the special place that military servicemembers hold in American public life, several gaps—even paradoxes—frame recent veterans’ post-service transition from service to civilian life, education, and careers beyond the military, including:

- Military influences:
  - 73% reported the military promoted their interest in education.
  - 68% reported the military prepared them for education.
  - 66% reported the military prepared them for their civilian career.
  - 71% reported the military promoted their interest in training, certification, or licensing programs.

- Transition:
  - 60% indicated navigating VA admin. or benefits as a top transitional challenge.
  - 55% indicated getting a job.
  - 41% indicated getting socialized to civilian culture.
  - 40% indicated financial struggles.
  - 39% indicated skills translation.
  - 92% indicated that education should play a role in their post-service transition.

- Post-military career:
  - 55% of service members said that they are likely to pursue a different career than their military specialization.

- Disabilities:
  - Over 3.9 million disabled veterans are categorized by the VA as having a disability. Of those, 45% are of Gulf War and Post-9/11 veterans.
  - 58% reported a service-related disability.
  - 32% reported they did not have a disability.
  - Of those that have service-connected disabilities, 79% indicated that it creates obstacles:
    - In their personal life: 87%
    - In getting a job: 40%
    - In holding a job: 38%
    - In completing their education: 28%
    - In starting their education: 12%

- Lasting impressions:
  - 71% reported the military left a lasting impression in developing skills and attributes that will help succeed in education.
  - 82% reported that the military left a lasting impression on their lives.

- Veterans’ preference influences their post-service job choice:
  - 48% yes.
  - 37% no.
  - 15% unsure.

- Where respondents are working post service:
  - Public sector: 8%
  - Non-profit sector: 38%
  - Private sector: 49%
  - Other: 5%
1.0 Paradoxes of Post-9/11 Military Service: Public Support and Civil-Military Disconnect

We are currently witnessing one of the most robust periods of public support for members of the U.S. armed services. According to a long-running Gallop poll, since 1989 the military has ranked as the top most trusted institution, with 74 percent of Americans expressing either a great deal or quite a lot of confidence in the institution, particularly in comparison to religious institutions (See Figure 1). Such public commitment is manifested in the halls of government and across the nation’s main streets: in calls to “support our troops,” acts of public appreciation for servicemembers, preferential veterans hiring in federal jobs and the private sector, sponsored research to tackle health and wellness issues, and community-based veterans groups offering job training and stress reduction, among many other examples (See Figure 2). Likewise, the newest iteration of the Post-9/11 GI Bill, enacted on 1 August 2009, provides one of the most generous educational benefits package since the original GI Bill of Rights of 1944, which educated over 8 million veterans. Notably, by 2010 this permanently-authorized program had the largest numbers of participants and the highest total obligations as compared to all prior GI Bills.

Yet, despite the special place that military servicemembers hold in American public life, several gaps—even paradoxes—frame recent veterans’ post-service transition from service to civilian life, education, and careers beyond the military, including:

- Recent veterans often feel distanced from an appreciative American public, inattentive to the personal costs of the Post-9/11 wars or the sacrifices of national service.
- Veterans worry about post-service education and employment pathways specific to their needs and goals—areas often overlooked in federal benefits administration logistics and health and wellness issues.
- Gulf War and Post-9/11 servicemembers have been understudied and veterans’ programs under-evaluated compared to earlier servicemember cohorts: publically-available research and data-collection efforts—including its funding and support—often remain limited across academic, federal, and other research institutions.
- U.S. civilian institutions have been slow to leverage the capacity, diversity, and technical expertise of the all-volunteer force for higher education, employment, and public life.
- Veterans express ambivalence about civilian life, including college campuses, on such issues as work ethic, discipline, teamwork and commitment to country. Many eligible veterans are not using (or transferring) their hard-earned education benefit by not pursuing higher education for reasons that we do not fully understand.

These concerns signal greater underlying issues, increasingly discussed in public, policy, and academic discourse: a growing civil-military divide and servicemembers’ sense of social alienation; limited understanding of military-connected communities by many Americans; institutional indifference in receiving returning veterans; lack of coordination across government and other stakeholders in servicemembers’ post-service reintegration and success; and limited and uneven research and research support for understanding servicemembers’ service, post-service, and education experiences.

Figure 1. Source, Gallop NewsService, Confidence in Institutions: June 9–12, 2011
Trends in Confidence in the Church and the Military Figures represent % Great/Quite alot

Civilians and the Post-9/11 Wars
Percent saying they have done or felt the following since the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan began

- Felt proud of the soldiers serving in the military
- Thanked someone in the military for their service
- Did something to help someone in the military/military family

Note: Based on general public, N=2,003.
Without addressing these gaps in our knowledge, it will be difficult to identify recent transitioning servicemembers’ challenges, needs, and concerns. To take one resonant example, despite the wealth of post-service resources earned through service and the fact that the Post-9/11 GI Bill came into force more than five years ago, the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) records only about 1,088,411 users for fiscal year 2014 of this and other service-related education benefits to date (see Table 1 and Figure 3). Of the approximately 2.6 million plus veterans in the Post-9/11 cohort, most of whom were deployed or experienced some form of combat duty, many are not using or transferring their hard-earned benefit. Even if an enlisted member does not wish to spend four years tackling a bachelor’s degree, why are we not seeing a larger share of veterans using their benefits for ongoing learning, training, professional development, or credentialing programs? Low benefits-use persists despite the fact that education benefits are one of the top reasons that servicemembers join the military (see Figures 13 & 14 on page 21 & 22).

This narrowed landscape of GI Bill users may also indicate barriers for military and veteran students in pursuing degrees and programs. These issues must be explored in order to understand the nature of transition, particularly for recent generations of veterans, and to identify effective measures for veterans’ education and employment. Without doing so, the challenges and opportunities inherent in this moment for both veterans and the nation as a whole might be overlooked, even as servicemembers increasingly become contributing members to local communities, higher education institutions, the U.S. labor force, and beyond. In short, this lost opportunity must be identified and addressed, especially given the significant public investment in veterans’ education and reintegration.

Thus, this inquiry is designed to fill present gaps in academic research, national data collection efforts, and public understanding on transitioning servicemembers. While military servicemembers are a longstanding subject of interdisciplinary scholarship, including many historical studies of military servicemembers’ socioeconomic and educational attainment, much of this work has focused on pre-Gulf War cohorts. The experiences of today’s servicemembers — active duty, veterans, guard, reserve, students, and military families — is understudied in academic research and in federally-sponsored research efforts, including at the Departments of Veterans Affairs, Education, Defense, Census/Bureau of Labor Statistics, and among oversight units, such as Government Accountability Office (GAO) reports. Likewise, intensive inquiry on servicemembers’ post-educational experiences in their professional lives or in receiving community-based services and care is also limited or missing for this cohort.

The problem, however, is not only limited knowledge of the growing population of returning veterans—a gap this work intends to help remedy—but also the lack of veterans’ perspectives integrated into current research efforts and in public discourse more generally. That is, despite vibrant traditions of soldier-
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**Table 1. U.S. Government (USG) Education Beneficiaries by Program & Fiscal Year**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All-Volunteer Force Educational Assistance Program (Active Duty or MGIB-AD)</td>
<td>332,184</td>
<td>343,751</td>
<td>354,284</td>
<td>341,969</td>
<td>247,105</td>
<td>185,220</td>
<td>118,549</td>
<td>99,755</td>
<td>77,389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-9/11 Veterans Educational Assistance Program (Post-9/11 GI Bill)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>34,393</td>
<td>365,640</td>
<td>555,329</td>
<td>646,302</td>
<td>754,229</td>
<td>790,408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational Assistance for Members of the Selected Reserve (Active Duty or MGIB-SR)</td>
<td>66,105</td>
<td>60,298</td>
<td>62,390</td>
<td>63,469</td>
<td>67,373</td>
<td>65,216</td>
<td>60,383</td>
<td>62,656</td>
<td>63,745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve Educational Assistance Program (REAP)</td>
<td>23,747</td>
<td>41,388</td>
<td>44,014</td>
<td>42,881</td>
<td>30,269</td>
<td>27,302</td>
<td>19,774</td>
<td>17,297</td>
<td>13,784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterans Retraining Assistance Program (VRAP)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12,251</td>
<td>67,918</td>
<td>52,288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survivors and Dependents Educational Assistance (DEA)</td>
<td>75,460</td>
<td>77,339</td>
<td>80,191</td>
<td>81,327</td>
<td>89,696</td>
<td>90,657</td>
<td>87,707</td>
<td>89,160</td>
<td>90,789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Vietnam Era Veterans Educational Assistance Program (VEAP)</td>
<td>627</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>498,123</td>
<td>523,344</td>
<td>541,439</td>
<td>564,487</td>
<td>800,369</td>
<td>923,836</td>
<td>945,052</td>
<td>1,091,044</td>
<td>1,088,411</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data-Driven Research to Enact the Promise of the Post-9/11 GI Bill

authored writing historically and today, recent servicemembers have not had a strong voice in national debates on these matters. In fact, persistent stereotypes from earlier generations of soldiering—the stoic or quiet professional—may discourage many from speaking openly about wartime or post-war experiences. This gap in both knowledge and perspectives is reflected in national data efforts that remain limited, uneven, and often incommensurate in methods and findings (see Appendix I for a more thorough discussion of this issue).

Relatedly, a shift in narrative is also needed—something we also work toward in the pages of this summary report—from presuming veterans as a constituency in need of social supports, entitlements, and resources, to advancing veterans as national assets and as contributors to the communities and organizations in which they participate. This theoretical reorientation often remains implicit in interdisciplinary studies and is, therefore, long overdue for explicit examination. Such a shift in explanatory narrative also requires emphasizing that post-service supports for veterans are not only a “debt” owed to those who have served but also a public commitment the nation makes to itself: socially supporting servicemembers, wounded warriors, and military families is, at bottom, designed to sustain an effective, professional all-volunteer force. This force, according to distinctive U.S. traditions of civilian control of the military, is designed to integrate back into civilian life. Veterans’ welfare is, thus, a core element, not only in the nation’s effective security and defense postures, but also in its robust, democratic civil-military relations. Attracting and retaining exceptional volunteers requires treating military service, not only as a pathway to national service, but as a means to continue to achieve in and beyond service, especially for those who seek opportunities that may be out of reach for many Americans. We know, in fact, from longstanding studies, confirmed in our own data that educational and other opportunities count as one of the most important motivations for individuals in choosing military service (see Figures 13 & 14 on page 21–22).

Social scientists and military historians have persuasively argued that much of the story of contemporary military service must be framed by the shift to the all-volunteer force, the organizational changes from general military conscription to the professional military, and the resulting attributes of those who now largely self-select for service. The shift to the all-volunteer force has, by multiple measures, resulted in a more professionalized, disciplined, coherent, and effective fighting force than in previous generations. We also can see certain distinctive features of the very small sector of the U.S. population that chooses military service, including regional, economic, and family aspects, as well as post-service educational motivations. Part of the distinctiveness of the all-volunteer force involves not only self-selection and assimilation into a specific organizational culture but also highly advanced training, concentrated professional experiences, elevated personal and social responsibilities, working with advanced technologies, and collaboration with other service branches, governmental and nongovernmental entities, and nations. We also know that the very structure of the all-volunteer force has meant greater isolation for servicemembers, who comprise only a tiny percentage of the U.S. population, even though taken together as a whole, veterans encompass a significant percentage of the population. We also believe that first-hand experiences of war, especially during protracted campaigns and counterinsurgency and counterterrorist operations, may exacerbate such alienation. Likewise, certain servicemembers—including women, as well as those facing long or multiple deployments and high rates of disability—face distinctive challenges that remain difficult to address under current support paradigms.

What has been less understood, however, are the often hidden costs of the all-volunteer force—both for individual soldiers, who have faced unprecedented deployment rates during the post-9/11 wars and injuries, and for U.S. society itself in the understudied impacts of the all-volunteer force on transforming how the nation prosecutes its armed conflicts and deals with volunteer veterans coming home. Thus, while such professional attributes, organizational culture, training and experiences are

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Total Beneficiaries</th>
<th>Total Payments ($000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post 9/11**</td>
<td>790,408</td>
<td>$10,754,649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGIB-AD*</td>
<td>77,389</td>
<td>$511,652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGIB-SR</td>
<td>63,745</td>
<td>$149,804</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRAP</td>
<td>52,288</td>
<td>$412,606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REAP</td>
<td>13,784</td>
<td>$56,357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEA</td>
<td>90,789</td>
<td>$513,633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEAP</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total ***</td>
<td>1,088,041</td>
<td>$12,399,125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* MGIB-AD Includes Peacetime Veterans and Service members
** Based on service in the Selected Reserve
*** Total payment dollars include Section 901 Program participants although beneficiaries are not included
critically important to understand, there are also broader lessons to be learned about these topics from servicemembers themselves, as they contemplate their own post-service aspirations, goals, and concerns in relation to higher education and civilian life generally. Such perspectives are not mere ideas; they inform veterans’ practical choices, both in joining the armed services and in choosing post-service education and career pathways, which in turn shape their experiences of transition. Ultimately, such perspectives tell us something about how today’s generational cohorts approach volunteer national service, survive war, cope with its aftermath, and find their way back to civilian life.

Taken together, these fundamental challenges and opportunities for veterans indicate ways to strengthen pathways for servicemembers’ success in post-service transition: in higher education and training programs, in careers and professions beyond the military, and in community-based initiatives and social entrepreneurship. It is for these reasons that we posit the key role of higher education and other post-service opportunities in veterans’ transition as a shared public commitment—a commitment best advanced by evidence-based research, by integrating veterans’ perspectives into the discovery process, and by creating an interdisciplinary and multi-sector dialogue on the challenges and opportunities veterans currently face. Seizing these opportunities now—as several million veterans are transitioning from military service into education and civilian life—depends, importantly, upon involvement in their success: military-connected communities, veterans service organizations (VSO), the higher education community, policymakers at the local, state and federal levels, and leaders from the private and nonprofit sectors. Making the most of this moment also requires synthesizing existing scholarship, identifying gaps in relevant literatures, strengthening data-collection efforts, and identifying needed avenues for future research. It is, thus, essential to take the time to understand the conditions veterans face to establish clarity on the current dynamics that may influence both our core American notions of service and next-generation servicemembers in their choice to undertake national service and its rewards.

**Figure 3. Education Beneficiaries by Program & Fiscal Year**
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[25] Seizing these opportunities now—as several million veterans are transitioning from military service into education and civilian life—depends, importantly, upon involvement in their success: military-connected communities, veterans service organizations (VSO), the higher education community, policymakers at the local, state and federal levels, and leaders from the private and nonprofit sectors. Making the most of this moment also requires synthesizing existing scholarship, identifying gaps in relevant literatures, strengthening data-collection efforts, and identifying needed avenues for future research. It is, thus, essential to take the time to understand the conditions veterans face to establish clarity on the current dynamics that may influence both our core American notions of service and next-generation servicemembers in their choice to undertake national service and its rewards.
The prioritized goal of this research is to begin to redress the gaps in our understanding of Gulf War I and Post-9/11 servicemembers’ experiences in and after war. Our research gives special weight to higher education because, as one student veteran noted, higher education has become one important “frontline” in the successful transition process.

**Study Research Questions**

- Who serves and what are servicemembers’ motivations for and perceptions of service?
- How do servicemembers experience service, post-service transition, and civilian life?
- Does military service influence post-service transition, educational, and career aspirations, goals, and pathways?
- What challenges do servicemembers face in post-service life and in the higher education setting?
- What strengths do servicemembers bring to post-service employment, education, and beyond?
- What best practices affect servicemembers post-service transition, achievement, and success?

Critically, this research is designed to prioritize the perspectives of Gulf War I and Post-9/11 servicemembers in identifying and understanding the factors influencing their experiences in service, transition, reintegration, and post-service education and employment trajectories.

The research effort is divided into two phased studies focused, first, exclusively on servicemembers’ experiences along the continuum of service and post-service life and, second, on the educational institutional contexts supporting servicemembers’ transition, education, and employment.

**STUDY 1**

The first phase of research is a national data-collection effort focused on servicemembers’ perspectives in their transition and educational experiences. This includes comprehensive instrument development and cross-cutting, interdisciplinary analyses of results in the context of existing social science literatures. One strength of Study 1 is the development of the Servicemember to Student Survey: Veterans’ Perceptions of Transition, Higher Education, and Success, launched May 2014 (still ongoing), which has received over 8,500 responses to date — making it one of the largest and most comprehensive datasets on servicemembers’ transition experiences.

This survey includes motivations for service, service and combat experiences, the role of military service in education, career, and life-skills preparation, servicemembers’ educational aspirations and challenges, degree program choices, career pathways, recommendations for success, and education and employment interest in certain sectors, such as the science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) fields and professions.

**STUDY 2**

The second phase of research shifts the focus from servicemembers’ experiences and perspectives to higher educational institutional settings. We developed an innovative multiple-respondent survey for higher education administrators and veterans program leaders: Serving Student Veterans: Programs, Policies & Practices for Servicemembers’ Success on Campus, launched September 2014 (still ongoing). This survey — plus an associated focus group interview protocol — gathers information at academic institutions about student veterans populations; best practices and methods promoting success; servicemember needs, aspirations, challenges, and barriers on campus; and recommendations for post-service successes throughout and beyond the education life cycle.

This summary report focuses on Study 1/Phase one research results only, including the approximately 8,561\textsuperscript{26} responses from servicemembers, individual and informal interviews with military and veteran students, insights and responses from thought leaders and experts in the service and post-service domain, and a thorough review of the interdisciplinary social science literature pertaining to all aspects of servicemembers’ experiences (in excess of 1,500 sourced documents).
2.1 Study 1 Methods: Survey Design, Sample, and Recruitment Strategy

This research represents one of the first national initiatives to develop data-driven research—including several large primary datasets—focused on recent (Gulf War and Post-9/11) military servicemembers’ post-service transition, education, and employment experiences. We use a mixed-methods approach, marrying qualitative and quantitative data techniques, and integrating servicemembers’ input into our findings. Our survey and interview participants were selected using national sampling strategies to ensure that we reach the widest and most diverse respondents. We developed new survey, interview, and focus group instruments, tailored these to the military population, and conducted several rounds of substantive surveys, as well as individual and group interviews. Every aspect of this instrument design and deployment process relied upon a thorough review of existing literature.

The Servicemember to Student Survey: Veterans’ Perceptions of Transition, Higher Education, and Success instrument was designed as a purposive (not representative) sample and reviewed by a range of individuals (servicemembers themselves, scholars, and other experts) to ensure clarity, relevance, and precision. Questions were designed to encourage respondents to recall specific information about service, postsecondary education, the transition to civilian life, and respondents’ experiences as students. In total there were 152 questions, and the number of total respondents varies per question based on applicability (e.g., servicemember status, education attainment, employment status, etc.).

Recruitment for the survey leveraged a unique five channel approach for instrument dissemination: Channel 1 appealed to the academic community of servicemembers, including student veterans; Channel 2 mobilized U.S. government networks, with active duty divisions and the VA playing central roles; Channel 3 relied upon social media outlets, including an article in Military Times and IVMF social media messaging; Channel 4 utilized veterans service organizations (VSOs) and nonprofit organizational support; and Channel 5 used private-sector support networks. The vast majority of respondents were recruited through government channels at 78 percent; 16 percent came through academic channels; 3 percent were recruited via nonprofit organizations; 2 percent came from social media; and less than 1 percent were reached via corporate channels.

All survey participation was voluntary and no identifying information was collected. Possible biases may be introduced through outreach and sampling methods (including over- and under-representation of certain groups), so the sample cannot be understood as a direct representation of the military personnel population. Nevertheless, the survey’s breakdown (into active duty, gender, branches, and other key demographics) comports with the national military population, according to Departments of Defense (DoD) and Veterans Affairs (VA) federal datasets (See Figure 4).

Survey results were compiled from analysis conducted from February to May 2015 with 8,561 respondents who began the survey and 58 percent (4,933) who completed the entire questionnaire (almost doubling the typical online response rate at 34%). Survey questions combined multiple choice and open-ended answer styles to allow for detailed and diverse responses: a total of 117 questions were open-ended options; 66 were demographic and “other, please specify” format; and 51 were open-ended questions with qualitative, “write-in” answers. Nearly all questions were optional—with the exception of eligibility-qualifying questions (i.e., servicemember status), service characteristics (period of service, branch) and some demographic questions—thereby, allowing respondents to skip any questions they preferred not to answer. Some questions allowed respondents to select all applicable responses, some were rank ordered, and some were branched from previous questions. Thus, as mentioned, the actual number of respondents per question varies throughout the survey. All “Does not apply” or “Prefer not to answer” responses were coded as missing, and multiple response sets were created for questions that permitted multiple responses. Frequencies and basic crosstabs were performed.

The data collected provides a fulsome description of especially recent servicemembers’ perspectives on service and post-service life to supplement existing, national aggregate data and qualitative research in the interdisciplinary social sciences, including research in higher education and public affairs. The data are intended to give diverse stakeholders in military-connected communities a clearer descriptive picture of servicemembers’ views on service, transition, and education experiences and of the interactions between service, transition, and post-service education and career issues.

Figure 4. Dataset Comparison with Service Branch Composition

Survey 1: Servicemember to Student Survey

- Army: 47%
- Navy: 19%
- Air Force: 11%
- Marine Corps: 12%
- Coast Guard: 21%

DoD 2014 DMDC Data

- Army: 47%
- Navy: 21%
- Air Force: 17%
- Marine Corps: 19%
- Coast Guard and Other: 23%

VA VetPop2014

- Army: 45%
- Navy: 19%
- Air Force: 12%
- Marine Corps: 12%
- Coast Guard and Other: 23%
There is no single, universal, or standardized definition of “military veteran” in national, comparative, and international research, which represents a significant issue in conducting veterans research and in comparing data. Therefore, we use the definition of “servicemember” set out in U.S. public law: a servicemember is “a member of the uniformed services,” including all five branches of the U.S. armed forces, as defined in section 101(a)(5) of title 10, United States Code. Likewise, we define veteran, again, according to federal statute and regulation as a “person who served in the active military, naval, or air service, and who was discharged or released therefrom under conditions other than dishonorable,” 38 U.S.C. § 101(2); 38 C.F.R. § 3.1(d).

Using our preferred definition of veteran, all separated servicemembers are veterans once released or discharged from the service — no matter how long they served or the conditions under which they served. In this report we thus refer to four often overlapping populations under consideration: (1.) the most general term, military “servicemembers,” is reserved for all persons who are serving or have served in the U.S. armed forces, i.e., those active-duty members currently serving as part of the active or reserve components of the armed forces and veterans, those who have separated from the armed services (many active and reserve component servicemembers qualify as veterans, so these phases of service may overlap); (2.) “veteran” includes all persons who have served in the U.S. armed forces on active duty (even if only in training) and were discharged or released under conditions other than dishonorably; (3.) “student veterans” are defined as those veterans engaging in education, certification, training or related programs, often receiving veterans-based benefits; and (4) “military students,” those active-duty, Reserve, and National Guard servicemembers undergoing education, certification, and/or training programs, often receiving military Tuition Assistance and other U.S. Department of Defense-based education benefits.

For a more thorough discussion of the U.S. law-based framework and federal regulation of armed conflict, which itself frames the very notion of “service,” including the determination of a veteran and “wartime” and peacetime periods, see Appendix II (page 47).
3.0 Data and Findings: Servicemembers’ Experiences and Perspectives

Ultimately, this research is committed to increasing awareness of servicemembers’ experiences and perspectives: on war, deployments, and the meaning of national service; on the struggles and challenges in transitioning from service to civilian life; on educational aspirations, experiences, and goals; on the opportunities that veterans represent for the nation; and on the personal costs of war, conflict, and national service.

In this section and the following subsections, we describe the various conditions and factors shaping and informing recent servicemembers’ experiences across the five branches of the armed services. Beginning with demographics, we show the increasing diversity of the all-volunteer force, including how women are the fastest growing segment of the veterans’ population. We also describe how U.S. civilian institutions—notably colleges and universities and the private sector—have been slow to take up the wealth of diversity and educational capacity that comprises much of the current armed forces. Relatedly, our findings indicate that disability is a subtle—but powerful—feature of contemporary service in ways that have not been fully explored or cross-correlated with other phenomena associated with volunteer service, including combat stress, mental health struggles, and suicide rates.

Lastly, we want to reiterate that the critical element in our research is servicemembers’ perspectives on service and post-service life. That is, we aim to begin the process—using rigorous social scientific methods—of bringing servicemembers’ missing perspectives into our national public discourse and research agendas. Not only does this inquiry thus give researchers—in academia, government, think tanks, and elsewhere—a wealth of information about today’s servicemembers, it also provides an overarching vantage point on the nature of service today, the ethical and social challenges and responsibilities associated with it, as well as the lessons learned and skills acquired during service. These insights are designed to help in the process of shaping a national research agenda, already begun by interdisciplinary scholars, especially on recent cohorts of servicemembers and military connected-communities.

It is also worth noting that, by default, the first Gulf War and the Post-9/11 wars—and related contingency operations beyond Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF), Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF), and Operation New Dawn (OND)—are among the first functional tests of the all-volunteer force model of military service since its institutionalization in 1973. Unlike conscription-based militaries in which the burden of national service is spread across a nation’s population, the volunteer model depends upon an engaged and educated public, aware of the nation’s security and defense institutions and challenges. That is, implicit in the volunteer service model are the social and political obligations simultaneously “conferred” upon “the great majority of others who benefit from the service of a few.”

While that responsibility is institutionalized in U.S. democratic and bureaucratic laws and administrative procedures and, hence, somewhat indirect, at the very least it implies the need for some manner of public awareness about the small minority of Americans who choose to serve on behalf of the nation. This inquiry—insofar as it explores factors and findings affecting recent servicemembers’ experiences—represents one of the few large studies and associated datasets devoted to that public commitment.
3.1 Who Serves? A Note About Broadening Diversity Beyond the Military

Despite the fact that U.S. colleges and universities have championed especially demographic diversity over the last several decades, these institutions struggle to establish viable pathways designed to recruit and support active military students and separated student veterans in all of their diversity—whether in college or career advising, education preparation, degree attainment, and persistence.37 Too often, servicemembers are not seen on college campuses as part of otherwise well-established diversity initiatives and, instead, student veterans are often relegated to the vague category of “nontraditional student,” given some of their attributes, such as age, or the fact that many support families while in school. Universities, thus, remain slow to grasp and leverage the distinctive traits of the military student population that could be transformative to U.S. higher education institutions themselves, traits that include veterans’ demographic diversity, service experiences, and training, as well as the fact that many veterans are highly motivated, disciplined and self-directed, and the beneficiaries of professional and experientially-based training programs, including those that prioritize technical and leadership skills.

Military sociologists and demographers, among others, have long observed that there are few U.S. institutions that maintain such demographic and organizational diversity as the armed services—one of the first U.S. institutions to embrace racial integration38 and the nation’s largest employer (employing about 1 percent of the population) since the inception of the all-volunteer force in 1973.39 Today, when servicemembers join up, they enter a complex organizational culture crisscrossed by multiple axes of difference (including gender, sexuality, ethnicity, and race); well-defined identities of each of the five service branches (Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines, and Coast Guard); numerous specialized units and subunits of the joint, special forces, and professional communities, including Judge Advocate General’s Corps attorneys (JAGs) and military physicians; and highly-stratified ranking, ranging from the four-star general to the enlisted private, each with its own traditions. In fact, the demographic and geographic diversity of the armed forces, also strikingly high in certain areas (see Figures 7-9), makes the military both a test case and often a historical leader on social matters of racial, ethnic, and gender inclusion—itself a longstanding U.S. cultural strength.40 Notably, large numbers of African Americans, members of other ethnic groups, women, even immigrants, make up the armed services. The advantages of diversity—a deep-seated tenet of U.S. national cultural identity and a distinctive global strength—are increasingly studied as key ingredients for organizational innovation, creativity, problem solving and entrepreneurship, among other dimensions of adaptive organizations.41

Aside from sheer numbers, the military develops programming to manage and enhance diversity. As a matter of integrative training, all military members receive “Equal Opportunity” (EO) training courses—a universal diversity curriculum that emphasizes egalitarian values of equity, dignity, and respect across traditional racial, ethnic, class, and gender status categories, as well as the role of social and economic opportunities to promote general excellence.42 Some of the most interesting research threads and post-service insights may lie at the intersection of military service and demographic diversity. For instance, military experiences, including training, may have lasting impacts in matters of diversity even after service. Several studies have shown, for instance, that African-American servicemembers, as well as other minorities, use their military status and training to offset social, economic, and/or racially-imposed barriers, thereby exceeding their non-military peers in achievement and attainment.43

This rich diversity, also evident in the large number of women and underrepresented ethnic groups encompassed in our sample, reveals the changing demographics of servicemembers and a military culture struggling at times to keep abreast of such changes, especially given the steep personnel demands on certain segments of the armed forces in recent conflicts. This phenomenon is described in the comments by servicemembers themselves. One respondent noted the friction experienced in Post-9/11 service: “At times, there was the good old boy system, especially if you were Caucasian.” Equally impactful, multiple deployments and transition in and out of military service, as well as the extensive use of the Reserves and National Guard, also influences servicemembers’ experiences of service. As one respondent notes: “An individual with three years active duty has more veteran recognition than 20 years Reserve/ Guard.” Another writes: “Figure that out and stop ignoring the Reservists and Guardsman specific issues. Active duty members transition once ... we do it constantly and it’s just as difficult as Active (if not more so) and has 90% less support effort.” These comments show that the diversity of the current military force includes challenges based not only on traditional demographics (gender, sexuality, race, and ethnicity) but also on organizational structure, including service branch status and method of service.

Recognizing the broad diversity of the military as an asset in higher education and in professional careers—and moving beyond the nontraditional student label—is necessary for unlocking servicemembers’ post-service potential and for challenging colleges and universities to achieve higher standards of achievement with respect to their own values.
TOTAL U.S. POPULATION OF SERVICEMEMBERS’ AND VETERANS

The U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) estimates the contemporary, total veteran population at about 21,999,108. A slightly lower number is reported from annual averages in the most recent Current Population Survey (CPS 2014) at the U.S. Department of Labor’s Bureau of Labor Statistics: 21.2 million living, U.S. military veterans, about 9 percent of the total U.S. population. For Active Duty personnel, the most recent U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC) data indicates a population of about 1,315,473 servicemembers and about 827,458 servicemembers in the Selected Reserves. Veterans, thus, represent about 9 percent of the total U.S. population, while active duty/activated selective reserves represent about one percent of the total population. This number—one percent—is what commentators reference when noting the small size of the U.S. armed forces. Likewise, the force structure in 2014 comprised of about 1,326,273 servicemembers (1,020,636 of whom do not hold a college degree), with projections of 5 million members of the armed services likely to enroll in universities by 2020.

MILITARY STATUS, PERIOD OF SERVICE, RANK, AND BRANCH

In our sample, the majority of respondents identified themselves as veterans (83%), followed by a smaller number of servicemembers not yet separated from the armed forces, which includes 6 percent Active Duty, 4 percent Reserves, and 3 percent National Guard (see Figure 5). About 5 percent of our sample are military family members (i.e. dependents). More than 87 percent of our sample are enlisted members of the armed services; 11 percent are officers; and about 1 percent are warrant officers. For service branch composition, about 47 percent of respondents were either enlisted or commissioned in the Army; 21 percent were in the Navy; 19 percent were in the Air Force; 12 percent were in the Marine Corps; and 2 percent were in the Coast Guard. This breakout compares with federal data, including the DoD DMDC 2014 Demographics: Profile of the Military Community report, which shows: 47 percent of servicemembers in the Army; 17 percent in the Navy; 21 percent in the Air Force; 12 percent in the Marine Corps; and 2 percent in the Coast Guard (see Figure 4). The VA VetPop2014 data estimates similar breakouts: 45 percent Army; 23 percent Navy; 19 percent Air Force; 11 percent Marine Corps; and 1 percent Coast Guard. In this respect, our sample is only slightly over and under-represented in relation to certain branches (see Figure 4).

The majority of our sample (80%) are from the Gulf War Era: about 63 percent served during the Post 9-11 period (September 2001 or later); 20 percent served prior to August 1990; and 17 percent served from August 1990 to August 2001 (See Figure 6). Based on the most recent U.S. Census data available, Gulf War era II (Post-9/11) veterans comprise a cohort of about 3,185,000 individuals—15 percent of all U.S. military veterans. Gulf War I veterans (those serving between August 1990 and August 2001) represent a slightly larger cohort of about 3,356,000 individuals, or 16 percent of all veterans. Those among the World War II, Korean War, and Vietnam veterans population (combined) represent the largest and oldest veteran cohort of 9,372,000 individuals or about 44 percent of all U.S. military veterans. “Other Service Period” veterans—those with service at all other time periods, including largely peacetime periods—represent a cohort of about 5,317,000 individuals, or 25 percent of all U.S. military veterans.

The majority of our sample—40 percent—served in the military for 4 to 8 years; about 22 percent served 3 years or less; 18 percent served for 9 to 20 years; and 20 percent served for 20 or more years.

GENDER, AGE, ETHNICITY

About 75 percent of our respondents are men and 25 percent are women. The average age is 43.71 years old, and most surveyed were older than 25 years: 27 percent were between 25 and 34 years.
old; 21 percent were 35 to 44 years old; 28 percent were 44 to 54 years old; and 22 percent were older than 55. Only about 3 percent of servicemembers in our sample were 18 to 24 years of age.

Most respondents (69%) identified themselves as White/Anglo. More than 15 percent identified as Black/African-American, 9 percent were Hispanic/Latino, 4 percent were American Indian or Alaska Native, 3 percent were Asian or Pacific Islander, 3 percent identified as an “other minority group,” and 5 percent preferred not to answer. Most respondents (98%) currently reside in the United States with only 2 percent living elsewhere.
### DISABILITY STATUS

As Table 4 and 5\textsuperscript{3} show, the highest number of disabled veterans served in the Gulf War Era, including servicemembers deployed in the Global War on Terrorism (GWOT).\textsuperscript{34} In this context, more than 1.6 million Gulf War veterans are categorized by the VA as having a disability, which accounts for 43 percent of all disabled veterans receiving compensation.

Moreover, Gulf War era veterans with disabilities have a higher average number of disabilities: nearly six disabilities per person (see Table 5). This number exceeds the average number of disabilities by Vietnam veterans (nearly four disabilities on average per individual). In fact, the total number of disabilities reported by Gulf War veterans (10,067,893) is nearly double those of Vietnam veterans (4,834,770). Likewise, as Table 5 indicates, even among Gulf War era veterans, those who served in the Global War on Terror (GWOT) campaigns have a higher percentage of disabilities than non-GWOT veterans.\textsuperscript{35}

When we asked respondents about disability status and rating (see Figure 10), we found that about 58 percent of our sample reported a service-related disability, while 32 percent said they did not have a disability (9% preferred not to answer). Of those with a service-related disability, about 53 percent reported their disability rating at 50 percent or higher, echoing nationally-high disability percentages, compensation benefits, and health services for current servicemembers. The total number of disabilities reported by Gulf War veterans was 1,678,698 (see Table 4); however, extrapolating these findings to the entire population of Gulf War era veterans, Active Duty members, and Selected Reserve members of the armed forces...
forces (8,798,421), one would expect 5,191,069 servicemembers with service-related disabilities.

This analysis, importantly, points to the unprecedented rates of disability among recent veterans and helps to build both a conceptual and evidence-based foundation for exploring why this is so and what are its implications, especially in relation to other issues, such as wellness, educational attainment, employment aspirations, among other items. This finding also provides an important example of how our data may help to elaborate important results that are also evident—but understudied—in federal datasets.

### GI BILL USERS

As mentioned, the total number of GI Bill users nationally—a number that represents about 12 billion dollars per year and covers higher education and training, licensing, and credentialing programs—includes less than half of eligible veterans (see Table 2 on page 9). In our sample, 70 percent of respondents indicated that they have used the Post-9/11 GI Bill, a result consistent with the fact that our sample includes more Post-9/11 era servicemembers.

As mentioned, despite broad-scale public investment in the Post-9/11 GI Bill and related benefits, few studies have explored military and veteran student experiences in post-service higher education, training, and professional development programs. This gap in research stands in stark contrast with historical inquiry on veterans’ education and earnings and recent federal research support for veterans’ health and wellness issues—even though many of these issues (i.e., health and wellness, homelessness, unemployment, stress, anxiety and depression) are intertwined with and may be alleviated by educational and other forms of attainment. Thus, despite the significant public investment in servicemembers’ post-service transition and education, little systematic follow-on research has been planned, sponsored, or devised to assess such post-service experiences from servicemembers’ perspectives and to determine which policies and programs work best—for individuals, organizational sectors, and the country as a whole.

Our own research efforts captured in this report are designed, as mentioned, to redress this gap in understanding veterans’ post-service experiences in higher education, in professional careers, in veterans’ social and community contributions, and beyond—as well as their national implications. Consistent with this gap, other relevant government agencies—the Departments of Education, Veterans Affairs, Defense—have not taken charge of sponsoring independent research initiatives that would explore or substantiate servicemembers’ experiences in the course of their post-service transition, including whether such policy initiatives designed to support transition are working.

#### Table 5. Gulf War Era Compensation Recipients by GWOT Status, VBA 2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>GWOT</th>
<th>Non-GWOT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># of Disabilities (percent)</td>
<td>5,841,236 (58%)</td>
<td>4,226,657 (45%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average # of disabilities per Veteran</td>
<td>6.98</td>
<td>5.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The G.I. Bill of Rights**

The nickname of the original Servicemen’s Readjustment Act of 1944 (P.L. 78-346)—the “GI Bill of Rights”—has persisted, so that we now refer to all subsequent veterans post-service education and transition benefits as “GI Bills.” The emphasis on “rights”—earned by virtue of service to the nation—is mentioned in both the original and current bill’s legislative histories and in comments made by presidents upon signing the bills into law.

As President Franklin D. Roosevelt noted on June 22, 1944:

“With the signing of this bill a well-rounded program of special veterans’ benefits is nearly completed. It gives emphatic notice to the men and women in our armed forces that the American people do not intend to let them down. This bill therefore and the former legislation provide the special benefits which are due to the members of our armed forces—for they ‘have been compelled to make greater economic sacrifice and every other kind of sacrifice than the rest of us, and are entitled to definite action to help take care of their special problems.’”
3.2 What Does Service Mean? From the Perspective of Servicemembers’

Generally, we found that both individual interests (i.e., education benefits, adventure) and public service values informed respondents’ motivation to join the armed services. This was especially true for Post-9/11 veterans. This dual commitment was repeated across many responses: both individual and public service interests motivated respondents’ choice to serve in the first place (i.e., education benefits, serving one’s country) and in their post-service education and employment pursuits (i.e., public sector employment). In many respects servicemembers’ conception of national service—both their motivations to serve and their actual military experiences—contributed longer lasting impacts that can be seen across their education and employment experiences, most especially in their continuation of public service values and activities. As one respondent states: “I am proud to have served my country, it was an honor and a privilege,” evincing the public service sentiment often associated with service, common in responses. Another respondent provided a more holistic picture: “From my experiences I’ve had to mature and look at situations from both sides of the coin. Even bad or stressful situations have provided me with an outlook on life and my future that I otherwise would not have had. Deployments, training, and people have all help make me a more rounded person.”

MOTIVATION FOR SERVICE: WHY JOIN?

Both individual interests (education benefits, adventure) and a commitment to public service tend to frame the motivation to join the military, especially for Post-9/11 veterans—a dual commitment seen in many other dimensions of veterans’ post-service life. Most (88%) respondents reported that joining the military was a good decision (“moderately” or “completely”), as shown in Figure 12a. The top reasons for joining included: education benefits (53%); a desire to serve your country (52%); and new experiences, adventures and/or travel (49%). These findings echo longstanding research, including that education benefits often motivate national service. Along with benefits, the desire to serve one’s country is also ranked as a key reason for joining.

Overall, servicemembers also perceived their service experiences positively (see Figure 11): about 82 percent indicated a positive experience; 10 percent reported a neutral experience; and 8 percent noted a negative experience.

Despite this positive finding, ambivalence about service is visible in our results, especially in the qualitative (“write-in”) responses to this and related survey questions. Respondents made negative comments about leadership, operational tempo, military bureaucracy, unaddressed health and mental health concerns, morale, and family complications. As one respondent noted: “A
Figure 12. OCONUS, Survey 1, 2015
Question: Have you served outside the continental United States (OCONUS) for more than 30 consecutive days for purposes of deployment, mobilization, training, PCS, etc.?

Yes, 83%
No, 17%

Figure 12a. Military Good Decision, Survey 1, 2015
Question: Overall, was joining the military a good decision for your personality?

Yes, 83%
No, 17%

Figure 13. Reasons for Joining the Armed Service, Survey 1, 2014-15
Question: Why did you join the armed services? Rank your top choices up to five.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason for Joining</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education Benefits</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A desire to service your country</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New experiences/adventure/travel</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sense of purpose</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career opportunities</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A history of service in your family</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defend your country</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical skills and training opportunities</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial security</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retirement benefits in the future</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health care benefits</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of job opportunities</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Security</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Community</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve earning</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promotion</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
well-known statement in my career field is: ‘I love the people, but I hate this job and place.’ Service was great; leadership in my career field and in the higher ranks was completely idiotic to the point of insanity. Simple tasks were made nearly impossible by micromanagement at all levels and extreme favoritism toward certain individuals.” Another respondent noted: “As with any experience in life, there were high points and low points. Some of my greatest friends and memories have come out of my military experience. It made me financially independent and opened up networking connections that would otherwise be closed. However, there are costs. Losing friends, long thankless hours, time away from home, friends, and family (both deployed and duty stations not within the lower 48 states), and very little support for those on their way out.” Another respondent articulated well this common sentiment: “For every negative thing, and there are many negative things, there are at least two positive. I’m angrier and have a shorter temper than I would have without the military, and I am worn out for my age. However, I’m more disciplined, experienced, detail oriented, motivated, and more capable overall.” In short, national service was largely perceived as a source of pride overall, even if various aspects of military life—the “bureaucracy,” unaddressed health and mental health concerns, morale, transition, and family complications—ranked many.

Respondents also emphasized the important “opportunities” gleaned from service: getting a higher degree, commanding a unit, traveling outside the United States and developing enduring relationships. A large percentage of respondents associated opportunities with travel outside the continental United States (OCONUS); as Figure 12 shows, more than 83 percent of respondents served outside the country for more than 30 consecutive days.

Beyond individual interests and even instrumentalist interpretations of service (i.e., what service provided in benefits or skills), respondents often described their experiences in the military in normative, value-oriented terms, such as a way to build “character” and “make a difference,” as a means to contribute publicly and socially, and to develop “leadership” capacity. Likewise, many appreciated the discipline and structure of basic training and the confidence and esprit de corps developed in the process.

While some scholarship has explored the public contribution of previous veterans’ cohorts, there has been far less study of Post-9/11 servicemembers civic, social, public, and political engagement and contribution, particularly after service.63 We expect this thread of inquiry to become increasingly more important in our own research efforts and as more researchers explore Gulf War and Post-9/11 servicemembers’ community and public engagement activities, even beyond veterans service organizations.64
3.3 Military Skills, Occupations and Attributes: Post-Service Outcomes

We generally found that Post-9/11 servicemembers wholeheartedly believe their skills and attributes learned during military service and training played a role in their post-service success, both in the classroom and in their career and employment pursuits. One respondent puts it succinctly: “The military helped make me who I am and completed me. The confidence and leadership I gained in the military, helped me achieve a promotion to an hourly supervising position in the company I currently work for.” Another respondent describes how the military contributed to their education success specifically beyond education benefits: “It has played a role in my success as a student with excellent grades, always on time, and consistently giving of myself.” This important feature of our research aims to understand—in much detail—how military service training experiences in multiple dimensions (i.e., leadership mentoring and development, on the job training, and skill and competency preparation) plays a role in veterans post-service lives and educational and employment pathways. Our findings on these skill-related questions show that servicemembers’ military specialty or job overwhelmingly encouraged them to pursue education after service (74%) and to a slightly lesser degree (66%) promoted their interest in the science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) fields. Slightly fewer, about 66 percent of respondents, reported that their military specialty or job prepared them for their civilian career.

SKILLS DEVELOPED DURING SERVICE

A distinctive feature of our survey is the exploration of the role of skills and attributes acquired during military service and veterans’ post-service use of these skills in transition, education and training programs, employment, community engagement, and in life in general. Figure 15 demonstrates some key findings in this area: namely, that servicemembers generally believe their military skills and attributes contribute to their post-service success, particularly in education and employment pursuits.

We also wished to understand the specific skills and traits perceived as most helpful by servicemembers in education, future careers, and in daily life. Therefore, we asked servicemembers to identify all the skills developed during service and those skills strengthened or enhanced by service experiences. In this combined multiple choice and write-in question, the top five skills...
Of those acquired during service, servicemembers were then asked to rank those military-acquired skills (see Figure 16). Respondents’ top five choices included: leadership (43%), work ethic/discipline (42%), teamwork (35%), mental toughness (27%), and professionalism (26%). Nearly half indicated that military service increased leadership and management skills and their resulting work ethic/discipline.

**MILITARY JOB, STEM, PROMOTED INTEREST IN EDUCATION**

Servicemembers across all branches receive significant training (including on-the-job training) for a given job, occupation, role, and/or profession often specific to the armed services. This means that in addition to universal courses (such as Equal Opportunity training), every servicemember leaves service with some specific training and expertise in a process organized by military occupational specialty (MOS), “ratings” for the Navy and Coast Guard, and the Air Force Specialty Code (AFSC). Most of our sample (about 81%) indicated that their military specialty (MOS, AFSC, Rating, or Designator) accurately described the military jobs that they performed during service (see Figure 17).

In addition to training in this specific area, all members of the armed services also develop skills and competencies needed in an organization dependent upon small-unit leadership and teamwork under conditions of warfare, including discipline, mission-focus, and perseverance, among other attributes. Leadership development in the armed services, especially among officers, for instance, is a well-established and sought-after training program outside the military. In all branches—but especially in the Air Force, Coast Guard, and Navy—servicemembers often also receive significant training in technical subfields, as well as exposure to advanced technologies and equipment. Such fields include aerospace, aviation, and space systems; information, cyber, signals, cryptologic, and electronic systems; chemical, civil, geotechnical, logistics, and structural engineering; nuclear and other weapons systems engineering, and many other fields. These highly specialized occupations may thus make veterans “pre-qualified” for civilian STEM educational disciplines and professions.

Our findings in these series of skill-related questions also indicated that military jobs or duties encouraged education after service and (to a slightly lower degree) promoted an interest in the STEM fields: about 73 percent of respondents (see Figure 18) reported that their military specialty or job promoted their interest in education; 68 percent said it prepared them for education; and 71 percent said it promoted their interest in training, certification, or licensing programs. Also, slightly fewer, about 66 percent of respondents, indicated that their military specialty or job prepared...
them for their civilian career, as compared to 34 percent who reported it did not. About 66 percent found their military specialty or job promoted their interest in STEM, as compared to 34 percent who did not.

While we know many military jobs are technically focused and that military training often encourages education after service, the significance of the science and technology fields has not often been emphasized or studied in post-service educational and occupational interests and preferences. Likewise, as Figure 19 shows, about 43 percent of servicemembers reported that their military specialization, job, or training is STEM related.

While some might expect this number to be even higher, given the technologically advanced nature of the contemporary U.S. military, nearly 45 percent of our sample has some STEM training that likely included practical or applied skills. Our earlier NSF studies also revealed that respondents often had more training in STEM fields than they were aware of because many servicemembers lacked familiarity with both STEM and engineering education degree programs and professional careers, even for those who expressed a preference for STEM fields.64

In addition to lack of research in this area, there is also limited programmatic emphasis on military skills and professional
development in the STEM fields by potential employers and higher education institutions. That is, despite the fact that Post-9/11 servicemembers are generally (and compared to earlier cohorts) highly educated and despite their often advanced training and technical capacity, few higher education programs target such military competencies or military students’ interests in these areas; likewise, few private sector, nonprofit, or public organizations leverage servicemembers’ potential training and technical capacity for post-service professional positions. This oversight is unfortunate in light of the well-documented shortage in qualified candidates in the U.S. STEM workforce, including projected degree recipients. The shortage of potential STEM field recruits—and its implications for a diverse and robust technical U.S. workforce, competitive advantage, and economic prosperity—has been well described in many national reports over the last three decades. Furthermore, few policymakers have made this link between U.S. labor force needs and existing veterans’ capacity and supportive benefits programs.

In short, in many ways recent generations of servicemembers have the potential to contribute to the professional workforce generally and to the STEM fields in particular, to share their military talent and training in education and career pursuits, and to spark leadership and entrepreneurial initiatives across many professions and fields. Servicemembers also consistently show higher rates of interest and participation than corresponding nonmilitary peers in entrepreneurial activities and in social entrepreneurship and social giving. These and other skills, capacities, and attributes—the cornerstone of a distinctive post-service professional cohort—are important to recognize and to mobilize in ways that may strengthen existing professional pipelines and mechanisms in and beyond the STEM fields.

Figure 19. Military Specialization Related to STEM, Survey 1, 2015

Question: Is your military specialization, job, or training related to science, technology, engineering, or mathematics (STEM) fields?

Yes, 43%
No, 57%
3.4 Servicemember Transition: Perceptions and Challenges

Generally, we found that servicemembers look back positively on their military service experiences and express a common desire to return to service and that many express regrets about leaving the military. Although the most common reason for wanting to leave the military was a loss of faith in the military and national political leadership, we also see—from the perspective of hindsight—that many respondents felt that that loss of faith was ultimately misguided. As one respondent states: “I miss life in the military because I have matured. All the things that did not make any sense, to me, make sense now.” We also see that the military culture leaves lasting impressions on individuals and that many struggle to fit in with civilians after living among military communities. As one respondent noted: “Although I felt isolated over the course of the last year of service due to my job position, I miss the brotherhood. In a lot of ways it was simpler and more straightforward than civilian life. Miss the security and dependability of military life.” This view was common among respondents: “I have absolutely no regrets. Would’ve stayed in had I not received involuntary discharge after having surgery.”

REASON FOR LEAVING, REGrets, AND LASTING IMPRESSIONS

Another innovative element in our study involved asking servicemembers—not only why they joined the armed forces—but why they left. Our respondents identified and ranked their “top reasons” for leaving. Dominant answers were spread fairly evenly across these top five contenders: lost faith or trust in military or political leadership (35%); the desire to pursue education and training opportunities outside the military (32%); family reasons (31%); the completion of one’s military service obligation (28%); and military retirement (26%).

But when asked if they wished to return to service, 59 percent of our sample indicated that they wished to return to military service (either “always/often/sometimes”), while 37 percent said that they “never” or “rarely” wished to go back to the armed forces. In a related question, when asked whether they regretted their decision to leave military service, 43 percent indicated (see Figure 21) that they regretted it (either “always,” “often,” or “sometimes”), while 47 percent said they “never” or “rarely” regretted their decision regretted their decision.

Most of our sample, about 82 percent (see Figure 22), reported that the military left a lasting impression on their lives (either “moderately” or “completely”). Although this may seem obvious—it would be hard to imagine especially wartime service that did not make an impression on participants—this finding echoes studies that show military service often functions as a life-altering experience that may change an individual’s life trajectory.

As in our discussion above, respondents (71%) also said...
that service left a lasting impression (either “moderately” or “completely”) on their skills and attributes for educational success (see Figure 22). Such findings show that servicemembers self-identify military service both as a motivating factor for pursuing education and as a means to succeed in future education endeavors. Previous studies have examined servicemembers’ educational attainment (as compared to civilian counterparts in various periods of service) but have often failed to explore servicemembers’ own perceptions (beyond correlative data) on these matters—that is, whether servicemembers identified the skills and attributes gained in service as translating into interest and success in postsecondary education.\(^2\)

![Figure 21. Regrets about Leaving Service, Survey 1, 2015](image)

**Question:** As you reflect upon leaving the service, do you sometimes regret your decision? Or find yourself wanting to go back?

- **Wanting to go back**
  - Never: 23%
  - Rarely: 14%
  - Sometimes: 29%
  - Often: 14%
  - Always: 16%
  - Not my choice: 4%

- **Regret your decision**
  - Never: 32%
  - Rarely: 15%
  - Sometimes: 24%
  - Often: 10%
  - Always: 9%
  - Not my choice: 11%

![Figure 22. Military Lasting Impressions, Survey 1, 2015](image)

**Question:** Has your military experience left a lasting impression on you?

- **In developing skills and attributes that will help you succeed in education**
  - Not At All: 9%
  - Slightly: 9%
  - Neutral: 11%
  - Moderately: 30%
  - Completely: 41%

- **In training, licensing, and certification programs**
  - Not At All: 21%
  - Slightly: 11%
  - Neutral: 18%
  - Moderately: 25%
  - Completely: 25%

- **In your interest in science, technology, engineering, or mathematics**
  - Not At All: 27%
  - Slightly: 11%
  - Neutral: 19%
  - Moderately: 24%
  - Completely: 18%

- **In career goals**
  - Not At All: 13%
  - Slightly: 8%
  - Neutral: 14%
  - Moderately: 31%
  - Completely: 33%

- **In life**
  - Not At All: 5%
  - Slightly: 6%
  - Neutral: 29%
  - Moderately: 53%

---

**Missing Perspectives: Servicemembers’ Transition from Service to Civilian Life**
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TRANSITIONAL CHALLENGES

When we asked respondents to identify the key challenges in their own process of transition (see Figure 23), servicemembers’ top five challenges were: navigating VA administration or benefits (60%); getting a job (55%); getting socialized to civilian culture (41%); financial struggles (40%); and skills translation (39%). Such results indicate that returning servicemembers are often frustrated with the organizations designed to assist in their transition—whether such concerns arise from unfamiliar or confusing processes for accessing benefits, for instance, or sorting out the civilian job sector, including translating military skills into civilian careers. Servicemembers often view getting a job after service as a significant challenge, second only to navigating the VA. This expressed post-service employment challenge contrasted with servicemembers’ views of their education pursuits, as only 26 percent of respondents identified information about education opportunities as a key transitional challenge and only 20 percent said college culture was a challenge in their transition process.

Figure 23. Top Key Transitional Challenges, Survey 1, 2014-15

Question: From the following choices, what are the key challenges in your transition? Select all that apply.

- Navigating VA administration or benefits (60%)
- Getting a job (55%)
- Getting socialized to civilian culture (41%)
- Financial struggles (40%)
- Skills translation (39%)
- Depression (35%)
- Employment preparation (34%)
- Understanding GI Bill benefits (32%)
- Contradictory information from different sources (31%)
- Civilian day-to-day life (31%)
- Disability (28%)
- Information about education opportunities (26%)
- Transferring military course credits (25%)
- Transition Assistance Program inadequate (25%)
- Anger management (23%)
- Mental health issues and behavioral adjustment (22%)
- Post-Traumatic Stress (PTS) and combat stress (22%)
- College/university culture and climate (20%)
- Stigma of being a service member (20%)
- Family, children & dependent obligations (19%)
- Academic preparation (19%)
- Education administrative obstacles (17%)
- Physical injuries (17%)
- Getting along with others (14%)
- Other (6%)
- TBI (5%)
- MST (5%)
SENSE OF PURPOSE, CONFIDENCE, AND DIFFICULTY:

We also asked servicemembers (see Figure 26) whether they noticed changes in their confidence levels after transitioning from the armed services (using a 1 to 5 point scale, choice 1 meant “more confident as a civilian;” choice 3 meant “confidence remains the same;” and choice 5 meant, “more confident as a servicemember”). About 41 percent of respondents said they were more confident as servicemembers; 36 percent said their confidence remained the same; and 24 percent reported feeling more confident as civilians.

When asked whether they felt more comfortable in military or civilian life (using a similar scale), servicemembers again responded in fairly proportionate terms across all answers: 35 percent said they were more comfortable as servicemembers; 33 percent felt the same; and 32 percent reported being more comfortable as a civilian (see Figure 24).

When asked if they had difficulty establishing a sense of purpose, value, or meaning in post-service life, using the same 1 to 5 point scale, nearly half (46%) indicated difficulty, 20 percent were neutral, and 34 percent indicated no difficulty (see Figure 25).

Figure 24. Comfortable Level, Survey 1, 2015

Question: Are you more comfortable in military or civilian life?

Figure 25. Difficulty Establishing Sense of Purpose, Value, Meaning in Post-Service Life, 2015

Question: Do you find it difficult to establish a sense of purpose, value, or meaning in post-service life?

Figure 26. Difficulty Establishing Sense of Purpose, Value, Meaning in Post-Service Life, 2015

Question: Do you notice changes in your confidence level as a service member or civilian?
3.5 Post-Service Transition and Education

One critical takeaway from respondents’ was the pivotal role of education in transition. We know from other studies, including Pew survey research, that service-members in the Post-9/11 cohort in particular report a difficult time with post-service transition into civilian life, as compared to earlier generations of veterans (see Figure 28). Like our own results, the Pew studies found that most Post-9/11 era veterans were proud of their service (96%), but 44 percent also reported that readjusting to civilian life was difficult – a contrast to just 25 percent of veterans who recorded transition difficulties from earlier eras.

When we asked whether education should play a role in their post-service transition, more than 92 percent of our sample either “agreed” or “strongly agreed” – indicating a high value is placed on education’s role in military transition (see Figure 27). Likewise, servicemembers in our sample were asked to indicate their top motivations for pursuing education (see Figure 29). These included: career/job opportunities (86%); self-improvement and personal growth (71%); potential for making money/Improving economic status (69%); professional advancement (56%); and to use benefits (51%). Some interesting choices by respondents also included the following: 43 percent of our sample reported that they wished to “help people/society” as a motivation for education, while 31 percent said they hoped to increase their “technical skills.” Also, 13 percent mentioned that education was a way to “ease transition.”

We also asked servicemembers (see Figure 30) to identify the top problems or barriers that hindered their pursuit of education goals. These included: lack of financial resources/financial burden (56%); personal/family obligations (28%); GI Bill benefits expire before I complete my degree (25%); health/disability issues (23%); and conflict between job and school (22%).

Figure 28. Pew Research Center, War and Sacrifice in the Post-9/11 Era (2011):p7
Percent of post-9/11 veterans saying that as a result of their military service, they...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rewards</th>
<th>96</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Felt proud of their service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Became more mature</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gained self-confidence</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felt more prepared for a job/career</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Burdens</th>
<th>48</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Felt strains in family relations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequently felt irritable or angry</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Had problems re-entering civilian life</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Say they suffered from PTS</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Based on post-9/11 veterans, n=712
Figure 29. Motivations for Education or Training Programs, Survey 1, 2014-15
Question: Identify your motivations for education or training programs. Select all that apply.

- Career/job opportunities: 86%
- Self-improvement and personal growth: 71%
- Potential for making money/Improve economic status: 69%
- Professional advancement: 56%
- Make use of benefits: 51%
- Enjoy education and learning: 50%
- Support Family: 46%
- Want to help people/society: 43%
- Role model to children: 34%
- Increase technical skills: 31%
- Program available near by: 19%
- Easing transition: 13%
- Closely related to military: 8%
- Peers pursuing education: 7%
- Military promotion: 6%
- Related to programs started before joining military: 6%

Figure 30. Problems Barriers in Achieving Goals, Survey 1, 2014-15
Question: Are there any problems or barriers that hindered you in pursuing or achieving your education goals? Select all that apply.

- Lack of financial resources/Financial burden: 56%
- GI Bill Benefits expire before I complete my degree: 28%
- Health/disability issues: 25%
- Bureaucracy associated with VA paperwork and processing: 23%
- Conflict between job and school: 22%
- Inflexibility in class schedules: 15%
- Other: 14%
- Difficult courses: 13%
- Lack of confidence: 13%
- Doesn’t award credit for military: 11%
- Lack of administration support: 11%
- Don’t feel like I ‘fit in’: 11%
- College/university culture: 10%
- Poor instruction: 10%
- Lack role models: 8%
- Lack faculty support: 8%
- Military obligations: 7%
- No academic interest: 6%
- Underrepresentation: 6%
- No peer support: 6%
- Poor grades: 6%
- Training/deployments disrupt school: 4%
**Figure 31. Top Ranked Problems Barriers in Achieving Goals, Survey 1, 2014-15**

Question: Of problems or barriers identified, rank those that you have selected up to five.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Top Ranked Problem Barriers</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of financial resources/Financial burden</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal/family obligations</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GI Bill benefits expire before I complete my degree</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict between job and school</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health/disability issues</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bureaucracy associated with VA paperwork and processing</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflexibility in class schedules</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of confidence</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficult courses</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feel unwelcomed on campus</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not awarded military credit</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College/university culture</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor instruction</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack admin support</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack mentors</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military obligations</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack academic interest</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor grades</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack faculty support</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underrepresentation</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack peer support</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training/deployments disrupt school</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of those concerns, respondents then ranked their top five choices: lack of financial resources/financial burden (59%); personal/family obligations (30%); GI Bill benefits expire before I complete my degree (28%); conflict between job and school (25%); health/disability issues (23%); and bureaucracy associated with VA paperwork and processing (22%)—see Figure 31. Note that in the case of educational pursuits—versus transition as a whole—VA benefits administrative challenges did not appear to rank as highly as a barrier (22% versus 60%).

When we asked respondents whether they had encountered any problems while pursuing their education, respondents identified these top five problems: age differences (37%) between themselves and other students; lack of financial resources (32%); working full time jobs (32%); family responsibilities (29%); and few veterans resources on campus (26%)—see Figure 32 on the next page.
MILITARY STATUS IDENTIFICATION

The majority of servicemembers identified themselves as servicemembers during the college/university application process (78%) or during the administering of their benefits (74%), but fewer chose to self-identify during special programs, such as graduation and orientation (36%), or veteran faculty and/or peer mentor services (42%), see Figure 33.

Likewise, the majority (79%) of servicemembers reported feeling comfortable sharing their experience as servicemembers at their schools. The top reasons explaining this choice included pride in service (83%); part of my identity (81%); expected to be well received by peers (30%); and expected to be well received by faculty/staff (29%)—see Figure 34. Notice that positive views of service and military identity far outweighed servicemembers’
Figure 34. Comfortable Sharing Service Experiences at School, Survey 1, 2015

Question: Do you feel comfortable sharing your experiences as a veteran/service member at your school?

- Yes, 79%
- No, 21%

Question: If yes, why do you feel comfortable sharing your experiences as a veteran/service member at your school?

- Proud of Service: 83%
- It’s part of my identity: 81%
- Expect to be well received by peers: 30%
- Expect to be well received by faculty/staff: 29%
- Friends know me already: 20%
- Benefits on campus: 9%
- Other: 6%

Question: Why do you feel comfortable sharing your experiences as a veteran/service member at your school?

- Expect to be well received by peers
- It’s part of my identity
- Proud of Service
- Friends know me already
- Benefits on campus
- Other

Question: If no, why do you not feel comfortable sharing your experiences as a veteran/service member at your school?

- Other’s naivety of lack of familiarity with military service: 63%
- Different maturity levels and worldliness of student on campus: 61%
- Stigma/prejudice/bias: 53%
- Age differences: 51%
- Mismatch between military and academic culture: 49%
- Conflicting political ideology or worldview with faculty/students: 45%
- Different standards of professional behavior on campus: 31%
- Fear of judgements and repercussions: 29%
- Internal feelings and concerns about service: 25%
- Fresh start/new identity: 21%
- Other: 12%
perceptions that their military status would be well received by student peers or faculty/staff (approximately 81% versus 29%).

Though most (79%) servicemembers felt comfortable sharing their service experiences at their schools, one in five (21%) indicated that they did not. Respondents explained the top reasons that discouraged them from sharing their service experiences at school: civilian naivety or lack of familiarity with military service (63%); different maturity levels and the worldliness of fellow students (61%); stigma/prejudice/bias (53%); and age differences (51%)—see Figure 34. It is significant that of the 21 percent of respondents who did not feel comfortable sharing their service experiences, more than half—most of whom have previous experience in the college/university classroom—believed that bias or prejudice against servicemembers played a role in their decision.

STRENGTH AND SKILLS RECOGNITION

Respondents were also asked if they felt there is a place for veterans’ leadership, high achievement, and/or excellence at their school, and if veterans’ specific strengths and skills were recognized on campus. Most (84%) felt there was a place for veterans’ leadership, achievement, and/or excellence; however, a majority (53%) also felt that colleges/universities do not recognize the specific strengths and skills that veterans bring to campus.

Several existing studies, including our own NSF-sponsored Battlefield to Classroom research, find significant and consistent concerns expressed by servicemembers as they contemplated pursuing higher education and as they enrolled in higher education programs. These concerns included: poor transition preparation; issues of academic preparedness; lack of guidance, discomfort, even distaste for campus culture; concerns about degree progress and professional development programs; length of time to degree; concerns about supporting family members while completing degrees; financial issues; wellness and health concerns; the unstructured nature of academic work and the lack of roadmap for degree and career pursuits. In our NSF studies, servicemembers often identified a basic incompatibility between military and academic culture at multiple pressure points, including an inhospitable academic climate for serious and collaborative work; misperceptions of military service and/or veterans on college campuses and even a distinct sense that civilians remained aloof or uninformed about the post-9/11 wars; the nuts and bolts of governance; current events; and veterans’ commitments to national service.

Figure 35. Strength and Skill Recognition, Survey 1, 2015

Question: Do you feel there is a place for veterans’ leadership, high achievement, or excellence at colleges/universities?

Question: Do you feel colleges/universities recognize the specific strengths and skills that veterans bring to campus?

Yes, 84%
No, 16%

Yes, 47%
No, 53%
3.6 Service, Education and Employment

Generally, we found that the military played a role in respondents’ notions of success, but that these effects were nuanced and often conflicting. While most (79%) respondents stated that the military played a role in their success, we also saw frustration with some of the programs designed to aid veterans in post-service transition, education, and employment success. For instance, one respondent addressed the unique nature of their military job, which failed to translate into civilian work: “It has not helped me to get a job due to the type of Military Job I had. It does not translate to a civilian job.” Many respondents felt as if their military job did not have a civilian analogue, and, furthermore, many respondents did not necessarily wish to continue their military work post-service. We also see that the skills gained during service may be more effective than the specific federal and state policies designed to give veterans an advantage in hiring (i.e., veterans preference). As one respondent noted: “It [military service] provided me with my initial job skills when I transitioned to the civilian workforce. Even though companies state they have a vet preference I don’t see that during the hiring process.” We see this view repeated frequently. As another respondent noted: “Many companies claim they are Veteran friendly, but it seems that most of the jobs offered are for low-paying entry level positions and not compared to the level on which we separated from the military. Also, if I claim that I am a veteran but if I don’t have a specific skill they are looking for, but if I am confident I could excel at, I still get looked over.”

**MILITARY PLAYED A ROLE IN SUCCESS:**

About 79 percent of respondents indicated that the military played a role in their success. This perception has been overlooked by previous scholarship. Existing work has compared the earnings of drafted military servicemembers with general civilians to capture the role that military service plays in civilian earnings as a proxy for success. But few if any studies examine the subjective perceptions of servicemembers themselves. Beyond adding a new perspectival dimension to studies of servicemembers and success, our findings also contrast with commonly-cited scholarship that finds a wage penalty for service, because in our study servicemembers report that the military has contributed to their overall success even if service itself may (not always) result in lower lifetime earnings.

**Figure 36. Military Role in Success, Survey 1, 2015**

Question: Has the military played a role in your success?

- Yes, 79%
- No, 21%

Question: Do you feel there is a place for veterans’ leadership, high achievement, or excellence at colleges/universities?

- Yes, 79%
- No, 21%
EMPLOYMENT RELATED TO MILITARY:
Respondents were asked if the work performed during service would likely be pursued after service. The majority of servicemembers said that they are likely to pursue a different career than their MOS (55%) or actual job performed in the military (47%). Given the changing nature of combat and military service in general, it is important to undertake further study of this issue to understand how these changing military jobs, roles, and responsibilities may influence the transition, educational and career trajectory of servicemembers. Insofar as the U.S. military is increasingly relying on advanced technologies, thus, requiring more servicemembers to fill high-tech jobs and receive needed training, this capability could potentially translate into science and technology education and careers aspirations. Because our initial findings suggest that servicemembers are not likely to pursue a similar career to their MOS and/or military job, this potential link, as well as our initial findings, should be interpreted with some caution. In the case of STEM jobs, for instance, it may be that servicemembers with STEM-focused work responsibilities during service may be more likely to pursue another field or occupation within the STEM arena after service, as compared to members with non-STEM responsibilities. It also may be the case that the military specialty performed during service is not available in the civilian sector and a good “translation” does not exist. It also may be true that servicemembers learned valuable competencies in their military jobs but they seek to apply such skills to very different occupations and professions. We plan to examine these perception-based issues in future research.

EMPLOYMENT, BARRIERS, AND DISABILITY
Approximately 48 percent of respondents are currently working, but 16 percent of those are looking for another job at the same time. About 27 percent are not working but looking for a job currently, and 13 percent are not working and not looking for employment. The top reasons reported for not working are: 50 percent are going to school; 20 percent are disabled; 18 percent stopped looking because they could not find work; 13 percent are retired; and 20 percent indicated some other reason for not working.

These findings may contribute to the substantial and growing literature about servicemember unemployment issues. Our work adds to these discussions by examining unemployment through servicemembers’ eyes, as well as through an education and career trajectory lens, rather than focusing primarily on health and wellness issues—the predominant focus in recent scholarship. It is also clear from our findings that although many servicemembers are unemployed (or underemployed) due to disability, the majority
is unemployed because these servicemembers are currently pursuing education. This finding suggests that servicemembers may face higher rates of temporary unemployment while improving earning potential through post-service education.

About 58 percent of our sample reported a service-related disability (see figure 10), while 32 percent said they did not have such a disability (and 9 percent preferred not to answer). Of those with a service-related disability, about 53 percent reported that disability rating at 50 percent or higher, echoing high percentages nationally, as well as elevated use of compensation benefits and health services for current servicemembers. The majority (79%) of those with service-connected disabilities indicated that it creates obstacles in various areas of their lives: in their personal life (87%); in holding a job (40%); in getting a job (38%); in completing their education (28%); and in starting their education (12%), see figure 39.43

We were somewhat surprised to see that the most commonly reported obstacle for those with service-connected disabilities occurred in respondents’ personal lives, but this finding itself may contribute to the growing dialogue about psychological (or moral) injury among servicemembers.44 We were encouraged by the fact that only 12 percent of injured respondents reported the process of beginning their education as a substantial obstacle, a finding that may suggest that servicemembers with service-related injuries do not view the initial matriculation to education as problematic—although completing an education program or degree may prove more difficult for this subpopulation. Given these results, colleges and universities might provide more support and assistance to injured veterans on campus to thereby ensure successful completion of education programs after servicemembers have enrolled.
EMPLOYMENT SECTORS AND PREFERENCES

Of the 48 percent of respondents currently working (including the 16 percent working while looking for another job), 49 percent are in public sector (government) jobs; 38 percent are working in the private sector; 8 percent are employed in the nonprofit sector; and 5 percent are in the category of “other.” Moreover, about 48 percent of respondents indicated that veterans’ preference influences their jobs choice (e.g. federal government, private company). Taken together, these findings indicate that veteran’s preference is an important motivator for job selection among servicemembers—though it is not the primary way veterans choose career pathways. We also see that the number of servicemembers in the public sector closely mirrors the number of servicemembers who report veteran’s preference contributes to their sector selection. This finding suggests that veterans’ preference may play a significant role in successfully retaining servicemembers for national service after military service.

Figure 40. Employment and Work Sector, Survey 1, 2015

Question: Are you employed?

- Working (including active duty), 32%
- Working, but looking for a different job, 16%
- Not working but looking for work, 27%
- Not working and not looking for work, 13%
- Other, 12%

Question: Which of the following best describes the sector in which you work?

- Public sector (government) 49%
- Private Sector 38%
- Non-profit sector 8%
- Other 5%

Figure 41. Veteran Preferences, Survey 1, 2015

Question: Does veterans’ preference influence your jobs choice (e.g. federal government, private company)?

- Yes, 48%
- No, 37%
- Unsure, 15%
About 50 percent of respondents make less than 50K a year. According to the 2013 U.S. Census’ American Community Survey (ACS), the median U.S. household income in 2013 was $52,250. Moreover, 33 percent of respondents indicated they have received unemployment benefits; 24 percent received disability pensions; 27 percent received some other veterans payments; 17 percent received Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP, or “food stamps”); 10 percent have received Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC); and 10 percent received Medicare. These findings suggest that servicemembers receive most of their public assistance from veterans benefit programs, rather than through general public assistance programs. Despite that finding, we also see that servicemembers are more likely to report use of SNAP benefits, but less likely to use Medicaid. This result may be largely due to the health benefits provided to servicemembers by the VA, thereby reducing the need for Medicaid. Future research will examine the proportion of servicemembers under the poverty threshold (based on family size) and the use of public assistance programs. Given the low use of these benefits and the low income reported, it would appear as if veterans are less likely to pursue other poverty-alleviation programs for which they are eligible.

**Figure 40. Employment and Work Sector, Survey 1, 2015**

Question: What is the total HOUSEHOLD income for 2013?

- Less than $25K: 28%
- $25K-$50K: 22%
- $51K-$75K: 15%
- $76K-$100K: 11%
- Greater than $101K: 8%
- Prefer not to answer: 8%

**Public Benefits**

- Unemployment insurance: 33%
- Other Veterans’ payments: 27%
- Disability Pensions: 24%
- Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP): 17%
- Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC): 10%
- Medicare: 10%
- Social Security: 8%
- Other: 4%
- SSI: 2%
4.0 Conclusion: Recommendations and Future Research

In this final section, we return to the problem of missing perspectives, captured in the report’s title. In devoting vigorous attention to the service and post-service perspectives and experiences of active-duty servicemembers and veterans, including the nearly three million recent Post-9/11 veterans involved in the nation’s longest and most complex wars to date, we have aimed to begin to remedy the troubling lack of public understanding, data, and knowledge about recent servicemembers. By staying close to servicemembers’ perspectives and by trying to organize large numbers of diverse responses into a coherent picture of service, transition, and post-service experiences of recent cohorts, we present a better understanding of the conditions, challenges, and opportunities servicemembers face today, particularly in higher education.

More subtly, this research offers a sobering account of the nature of especially Post-9/11 service—its responsibilities, burdens, and lessons—as seen from veterans’ perspectives. It is our firm belief that this subject must be the topic of greater national discussion involving servicemembers among the public at large, scholars and experts, lawmakers and policy developers, and stakeholders in veterans’ success, including the VSO community and academic institutions. We know historically, in large part thanks to Suzanne Mettler’s work on World War II veterans, that service—despite the deficits of any given military campaign—often creates signal opportunities for renewed commitment to social and political engagement within democratic traditions and norms.81 No doubt, part of that national conversation will involve the urgent need to collectively process the disorienting, often disruptive experiences of war and its lasting impacts and the importance of bridging the gap between our cultural narratives of service and the actual experiences of war. Additionally, understanding how servicemembers navigate the divergent worlds of war fighting and civilian life is critically important, as is taking seriously the role that veterans may play in reflecting back the limits, even the contrivances, of American policy aims and the actual results of those policies, as well as insights about how to do better in the future.

Our findings tell us that servicemembers join the military to serve one’s country—a generally positive and powerful experience for most—and as a means to earn an education. We consistently see this relationship between military service and post-service education in the widely-held belief among most servicemembers that education should play a key role in one’s life and in post-service transition and that service itself contributes to one’s educational goals and overall success in life. Once again, we see the importance of integrating servicemembers’ perspectives into this inquiry in order to understand the dynamic relationships between service, education, transition, and post-service success.

We see this perspective in the consistent finding that service is motivated by an interest in pursuing education, for instance, and in the fact that both service and education are believed by servicemembers to influence their post-service transition and success.

Such dynamic relationships also hold in the challenges reported after service. Despite generous education benefits in the Post-9/11 GI Bill, we know that financial hardships rank as the most commonly reported barrier to achieving education goals. While one might expect that service-related disabilities would likewise create obstacles, servicemembers report that disabilities create the greatest friction—not in education and employment contexts—but in their personal lives. In fact, disabled veterans are slightly more likely than those without disabilities to pursue higher education. Moreover, one might expect that campus culture could be a potential stumbling block for servicemember success, but we found, instead, that servicemembers were comfortable and proud to share their military status and experiences on campus. Frequently cited work also argues that recent veterans earn less than their civilian counterparts, but it could also be that many continue to serve after service in their choice to pursue public sector (i.e., less lucrative) employment, which our findings also demonstrate. Each of these discoveries—some counterintuitive—paint a more complex and complete picture of service and transition, even though more work is needed to explore these findings and to understand the policies and programs that most impact servicemembers’ lives.

Our future work will attempt to systematically address these and other issues. We hope to further understand the role of military occupations in relation to service experiences and education pursuits, for instance. We have found that most servicemembers are not likely to pursue education programs and careers which are similar to their prior military jobs, so we hope to explore why this is so and if some specific jobs leave a lasting impression (negative or positive) on servicemembers’ education and career paths. We also see that most servicemembers leave the military due to a loss of faith or trust in the military or political system, but that most wish to return to military service. We hope to understand what experiences contribute to that loss of faith or trust and how servicemembers reconcile their desires to return to service with their transition back to civilian life. It is clear that we need to understand the role of postsecondary education in servicemembers’ success, which entails assessing such issues as campus organizational policies for veterans, interactions
with peers and faculty, support programs, and curriculum, among others. We also hope to explore more fully post-service employment trajectories for servicemembers: we see high levels of unemployment in our sample, but this is primarily due to education enrollment, so it will be fruitful to understand how this gap in employment ultimately impacts career trajectories. These are just a few lines of inquiry we hope to pursue while adding to the public and academic understanding of recent servicemembers through their own perspectives.

In the remainder of this section, we outline several “big picture” issues that require further exploration and that are promising avenues for enhancing servicemembers’ post-service transition and success.

1. The future of the force: Studying the hidden impacts of the all-volunteer force model of military service for servicemembers and for the nation as a whole.

If the Gulf and Post-9/11 wars are one of the first functional tests of the all-volunteer force model of military service, it is time to think empirically about the potential implications of that model, especially for servicemembers, in creating a minority institution and in relegating the nation’s defense to a small portion of the nation’s citizenry. The point of doing this is not to debate all over again the value of the all-volunteer force but to think proactively about its costs and consequences, including those that may be mitigated, especially for servicemembers and for the nation as a whole. Beyond longstanding concerns about a standing army in American political traditions, there are subtle ethical and social aspects to a professionalized force: notably, a public that may increasingly lack awareness of those who serve on behalf of the nation or feel a sense of ownership about their missions. It is for these and other reasons that rigorous, independent, and interdisciplinary attention to servicemembers and veterans—in their perspectives, challenges, opportunities, and contributions—gives concrete force and focus to the often repeated invocation to “support our troops.” It is imperative to involve the critical vantage point of the “policy implementers” in this national conversation about the meaning and complexities of contemporary national service, citizenship, and security—with manifold implications across the social and economic dimensions of the nation.

2. Shaping an interdisciplinary research agenda and supporting rigorous data-collection efforts for understanding Gulf and Post-War servicemembers’ and their contributions.

Despite earlier robust traditions of research on World War II, Korea, and Vietnam veterans-era cohorts in their education and career experiences, the subject of veterans has too often fallen out of scholarly attention, federally-supported research, and informed-policy debate today. This is not to suggest there are no education or transition studies of U.S. veterans, including the Post-9/11 cohort. On the contrary, social science inquiry in education and student services, psychology and social psychology, political science, public affairs, and especially economics and sociology, have explored veterans in education and post-service employment and earnings, among other issues. But recent studies are generally limited in their orientation on specific areas: baseline health and wellness studies predominate, for instance. Likewise, empirical studies, particularly in the education literature, use either highly limited federal data or small and unrepresentative samples, a real challenge in studying recent veterans. It is also true that much analysis tends to address highly specialized issues impacting only certain segments of the military population, and studies tend to prioritize practice rather than theory or research design and methods. For instance, too few studies have explored such questions as veterans as business and social entrepreneurs; veterans’ employment and earnings in the STEM fields; the impact of the gender, ethnic, and racial diversity of the all-volunteer force on recent education and career trajectories; the nature of veterans’ post-service aspirations for success; and the impacts of veterans’ policy on educational experiences, among other avenues of inquiry. Likewise, in higher education, missing research on servicemembers and veterans perspectives is evident in the now prevalent student veterans “handbook” genre that dominates discussions. While critically important, these works tend toward general analyses, use a small number of respondents to ground findings, and they focus on highly specialized subjects tailored almost exclusively for a higher-education student services audience. Ironically, such missing Post-9/11 perspectives are in direct tension with veterans’ increasing value in U.S. society. Moreover, though federal policies impacting servicemembers are an active area of policy debate in Congress and among the military, defense, and veterans communities today, such discussions often remain untouched by a rigorous body of research that offers insights into how servicemembers are faring in and after service (beyond baseline health issues) or how newly-adopted policies, including the Post-9/11 GI Bill and its
amendments, may impact the targets of these policies, including overall quality of life for veterans and military families. In many respects, it is as if the recent story of veterans’ service and post-service experiences, as well as their contribution to U.S. public life, has somehow fallen out of public consciousness, particularly for Gulf War-era servicemembers.96

In addition to the priorities mentioned, we intend to build empirical resources to redress this present gap in research on recent servicemembers in general, as well as in their transition experiences in and beyond the higher education domain. While we have robust interdisciplinary traditions of research on servicemembers at multiple levels, including socioeconomic and educational attainment as correlates of military service, servicemembers’ actual experiences in education—military students, student veterans, and military families—is understudied in both the recent academic literature and in federal data-collection and survey efforts. Servicemembers’ post-service career experiences and professional trajectories, as well as their community engagement, is also largely missing.97 Recent writing by Post-9/11 veterans has, in fact, addressed this silence, the difficulty in capturing these experiences, and even identified the often-numbing period “after-war,” much like war proper, as a definite phase that itself requires deliberate processing.98

3. Servicemembers’, transition, and the role of higher education institutions: Integrating servicemembers into college life and transforming institutions

At stake in these diverging views on military service—overwhelming public support yet decline in the value of service among younger generations, and servicemembers’ own complex views on these issues—are clear avenues for further research and exploration. Most notably, few recent studies have thoroughly investigated the educational dimension of servicemembers’ experiences beyond whether education was a key choice in joining up to begin with. This gap includes veterans’ own educational aspirations and concerns, and, critically, their experiences once they arrive on campuses, and specifically whether those experiences in any way change perceptions about transition and even service in its rewards and burdens. In our own involvement with servicemembers, the prospect of higher education and training programs comprise a “mixed bag” of anxiety and excitement. We continually see, on the one hand, a clear-eyed commitment to country, to comrades, and to ideals larger than self, but on the other hand, significant worries about combat stress, employment, health-related challenges and depression, and academic preparation and academic cultural differences.

In fact, in servicemembers’ transition, post-service education, and employment aspirations and challenges—the focus of the following studies—we see vital opportunities for veterans to reflect upon and tell their stories about military service, transition, and education programs; articulate anew their aspirations, goals, concerns, and challenges; explore the often hard-won lessons of war for their own lives and “civilian life” in general; and shed light on needed pathways for post-service transitioning into careers and professions that may leverage attributes and skills gleaned in service. Therefore, it is our intention that servicemembers’ perspectives are captured in these studies; that the subject of veterans’ post-service experiences, including higher education aspirations, become a critical part of robust academic research on servicemembers; and that these stories and perspectives enrich the longstanding themes that animate American public life on matters of citizenship and service.
APPENDIX I. General Veteran Population

The following tables attempt to describe the general population of U.S. veterans, drawing on national data from the U.S. Veterans Administration (VA), Current Population Survey (CPS), and American Community Survey (ACS). The purpose of these figures is to convey the degree of variance, as mentioned, among overall veterans population estimates, the percentage of Post-9/11 veterans in relation to the total and to other veterans’ populations, and key demographic trends relevant to our research, among other items.

Based on the CPS (2014) annual averages, there are approximately 21.2 million living, U.S. military veterans: approximately 9 percent of the total U.S. population (see Table 1, below). Based on the same, most recent U.S. Census data available, Gulf War era II (Post-9/11) veterans comprise a cohort of about 3,185,000 individuals, which is 15 percent of all U.S. military veterans but only 1.3 percent of the U.S. population. Gulf War I veterans (those serving between August 1990 and August 2001) represent a larger cohort of about 3,356,000 individuals, or 16 percent of all veterans. Those in the World War II, Korean War, and Vietnam veterans population (combined) represent the largest and oldest veteran cohort of 9,372,000 individuals, or about 44 percent of all U.S. military veterans. “Other Service Period” veterans — those veterans with service at all other time periods, including largely peacetime periods — represent a cohort of about 5,317,000 individuals, or 25 percent of all U.S. military veterans.

Having noted these populations, Table 2 (see below) illustrates the fairly significant differences in veteran population estimates across different data sources. In 2014, the CPS, for instance, estimates more than 21 million veterans, whereas the ACS estimates more than 19 million — although the ACS three-year estimate finds the veterans population at more than 20 million. The VA Veteran Population Projection model (VetPop2014) estimates more than 22 million veterans. Thus, among these three high-quality federal datasets alone we see the current population estimate of veterans varying by as much as 3 million veterans. This is not a small or insignificant number in matters of budgets and benefit disbursement, or in matters of recognition and respect for service.

Another example of high variance involves the Post-9/11 veteran population. The CPS, for instance, estimates more than 3.1 million Post-9/11 veterans (in the CPS, veterans serving in more than one wartime period are counted and classified only in the most recent period of service), whereas the ACS estimates (including those that served in both eras) more than 2.8 million (more than 1.8 million in Gulf War Era II and more than 1 million in Gulf War Era I). The VA VetPop2014 estimates more than 2.6 million Post-9/11 veterans only. However, if you include the same definitions as the CPS (those that served in both Post-9/11 actions) then the comparable estimation for the VA is more than 3.8 million. Note (in Table 2) that according to VA VetPop2014 projection data, the Post-9/11 veteran population.

### Table 1. Veteran Population by Period of Service, CPS 2013/2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period of Service</th>
<th>CPS 2013</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>CPS 2014</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Veteran Population</td>
<td>21,397,000</td>
<td></td>
<td>21,229,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulf War Era II (post-9/11)</td>
<td>2,837,000</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>3,185,000</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gulf War Era I</td>
<td>3,233,000</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>3,356,000</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WW II, Korean War and Vietnam Era</td>
<td>9,828,000</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>9,372,000</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Service Period</td>
<td>5,500,000</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>5,317,000</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Population 18 and over; for this data, veterans who served in more than one wartime period are classified by the most recent wartime period of service only.
cohort will increase past 3 million veterans in 2017. In comparing these totals, one can see the value and importance of not only strengthening national datasets by adding additional survey questions related to veterans and military communities but also rectifying methodological and definitional discrepancies, where possible, so that data are more easily interrelated and comparable.

At stake in these discrepancies are meaningful ways to project populations for all matter of purposes: force structure projections at the core of definitions of readiness; benefits (health and education among others) budget projections with impacts on the federal budget and deficits; evidence-based estimates of veterans populations likely to enroll in postsecondary education, training, and certificate programs; and projections for needed supports and resources for veterans in transition.

| Table 2. Comparison of Estimated Population of Veterans among National Datasets, 2014 |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
|                                | Estimates | % | Estimates | % | Estimates | % |
| All Americans (18 and over)    | 239,049,000 | 9% | 244,298,660 | 8% | 21,999,108 |
| Non-Veterans                   | 217,820,000 | 9% | 225,038,943 | 8% | – |
| All Veterans                   | 21,229,000 | 9% | 19,259,717 | 8% | – |
| Gulf War Eras                  | 6,540,000 | 31% | 5,453,042 | 28% | 7,033,181 | 32% |
| WWII, Korean War and Vietnam Era | 9,372,000 | 44% | 9,366,344 | 48% | 10,151,280 | 46% |
| Other Service Period           | 5,317,000 | 25% | 4,440,331 | 23% | 5,496,294 | 25% |
| Gulf War Era II (post-9/11)    | 3,185,000 | 15% | 1,832,500 | 9% | 2,604,055 | 12% |
| Both Gulf War Eras             | 3,356,000 | 16% | 1,059,546 | 5% | 1,271,146 | 6% |
| Gulf War Era I                 | 3,356,000 | 16% | 2,213,467 | 11% | 2,789,415 | 13% |
| Vietnam and Both Gulf War Eras | 62,544 | 0% | 55,697 | 0% | 55,697 | 0% |
| Vietnam and Gulf War Era I     | 284,985 | 1% | 312,869 | 1% | 312,869 | 1% |

Note: Population 18 and over.
In many ways, the Gulf War and the Post-9/11 cohort of veterans exist in a different moment of service and security—historically, culturally, economically, and technologically. The following analyses attempt to provide readers—specialists and non-specialists alike—with a picture of transitioning U.S. servicemembers in relation to such factors as period of service, gender, diversity, transition, education, military skills, and employment, among other items. To develop our own data and conduct analyses, we also have relied upon some of our co-authors’ earlier National Science Foundation (NSF) studies and the following federal datasets: the Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC), Current Population Survey (CPS), American Community Survey (ACS), and the VA Veteran Population Projection Model (VetPop2014). Ours is the only research project to our knowledge that has attempted to build a primary national dataset on recent servicemembers in their service and post-service experiences and that also draws upon available federal data on servicemembers, veterans, and military connected communities.

In this section, we describe the key definitions and concepts we have used to guide our research, and to promote consistency, rigor, and accessibility across servicemembers and veterans inquiry for multiple stakeholders.

SERVICEMEMBER AND VETERAN

There is no single, universal, or standardized definition of “military veteran” in comparative and international research—a significant issue in conducting veterans research studies and comparing datasets. Thus, we advocate for the definition of “servicemember” set out in U.S. public law: a servicemember is “a member of the uniformed services,” including all five branches of the U.S. armed forces, as defined in section 101(a)(5) of title 10, United States Code. Likewise, we define veteran, again, according to federal statute and regulation, as a “person who served in the active military, naval, or air service, and who was discharged or released therefrom under conditions other than dishonorable”—though this issue of “dishonorable” or “other than honorable” discharge is changing and in need of further clarification and critical analysis. While these definitions, taken from U.S. federal statutes and regulation, are largely used by local, state, and federal government agencies to define eligible beneficiaries, for our purposes, they offer a consistent reference point for establishing clarity and coherence in conducting research in relation to military-connected communities. It should be noted, however, that research communities define servicemembers and veterans in various ways suited to their scope of research and their population under consideration. Also, in public discourse colloquial or historical notions of “veteran” still persist. For example, servicemembers often define themselves as “veteran” only if they have served in combat. Using our preferred definition of veteran, all separated servicemembers are veterans once released or discharged from the service—no matter how long they served or the conditions under which they served.

In this summary report we also refer to four, often overlapping populations of servicemembers with many shared concerns: (1) the most general term, military “servicemembers,” is reserved for all persons who are serving or have served in the U.S. armed forces, i.e., those active-duty members currently serving as part of the active or reserve components of the armed forces, and veterans, those who have separated from the armed services (many active and reserve component servicemembers qualify as veterans, so these phases of service may overlap); (2) “veteran,” includes all persons who have served in the U.S. armed forces on active duty (even if only in training) and were discharged or released under conditions other than dishonorably; (3) “student veterans” are defined as those veterans who are engaging in education, certification, training, or related programs, often receiving veterans-based benefits; and (4) “military students” are those active-duty, reserve, and National Guard servicemembers undergoing education, certification, and/or training programs, often receiving military Tuition Assistance and other U.S. Department of Defense-based education benefits.

Within this context, we adopt the following terms for military personnel and branches of service: (1) an “officer” means a commissioned or warrant officer; (2) a “general officer” means an officer of the Army, Air Force, or Marine Corps serving in or having the general grade of general, lieutenant general, major general, or brigadier general, whereas the term “flag officer” means an officer of the Navy or Coast Guard serving in or having the grade of admiral, vice admiral, rear admiral, or rear admiral (lower half); (3.) the term “enlisted member” refers to a person in an enlisted grade, the “step or degree in a graduated scale of office or military rank, that is established and designated as a grade by law or regulation”; and (4) the term “active duty” refers to “full-time duty in the active military service of the United States,” including training (the term does not include full-time National Guard duty), whereas “active service” means service on active duty or full-time National Guard duty and “active status.”

Likewise, traditional wartime veterans are categorized into the following eras, reflective of period of service, as described:
• Gulf War Era II (September 2001-present)
• Gulf War Era I (August 1990-August 2001)
• Vietnam Era (August 1964-April 1975)
• Korean War (July 1950-January 1955)
• World War II (December 1941-December 1946)

These major classifications of wartime veterans are commensurate across the different data sources (see below), whereas all other timeframes are considered peacetime veterans, despite the combat entailed in contingency and other related operations.114

NEW WARS AND ASYMMETRIC CONFLICT

In the aftermath of the September 11, 2001 attacks, the nature of military service has shifted in ways aligned with changing global conflict dynamics and related U.S. national security policies. Not only has irregular warfare dominated political violence in the latter half of the twentieth century, the post-9/11 wars and ongoing contingency operations have been increasingly defined by counterinsurgency (COIN) and counterterror operations, a light military footprint, small military teams rather than expansive conventional forces, the increased use of special units and special operations task forces, high-tech systems integrated into combat units, and innovative tactics designed to combat asymmetric adversaries.115 Because threats often span multiple geographical regions—including rural and urban centers at once—traditional forms of military training, planning, even targeting have proved insufficient.

While political scientists, legal scholars, and conflict analysts have debated these issues in security and strategic studies, less attention has been devoted to military force structure, preparedness, and readiness outside the military and defense policy communities.116 This gap is also evident in studies of veterans with respect to these same issues. While we describe this changing military in demographics, deployment location and cycles, and employment and education below, it is worth noting that the very nature of military service itself has changed significantly in ways reflective of changing patterns of global conflict. These changes have profound implications for the battlefield space—as burgeoning literatures about 9/11 have captured—and for how servicemembers experience service, operations (combat and otherwise), and deployments. For instance, an increasing operational role for intelligence—itself rapidly integrated with targeting policies and special operational units—is a mainstay of new strategic planning and execution.117

Such changing battlespaces also impact Post-9/11 warfighters in highly specific ways that we are still trying to understand, including the rate and tempo of deployments and the concomitant increase in injuries, compensation claims, and numbers of disabilities associated with this cohort (see Tables 4 & 5 and Figures 10 & 39). Our own data confirms this disproportionately high rate of injuries and disability rating.118 While health studies have explored post-traumatic stress (PTS), combat stress, traumatic brain injuries (TBI), and other “signature” injuries for Gulf War generations, important work is just beginning to understand how these physical and mental injuries are symptomatic of distinctive operational conditions.119 As Table 4 and Figure 10 reveal both show, the highest numbers of disabled veterans are connected to the Gulf War Era, including servicemembers deployed in the Global War on Terrorism (GWOT).120 More than 1.6 million Gulf War veterans are categorized by the VA as having a disability, which accounts for 43 percent of all disabled veterans receiving compensation. As Table 5 indicates, even among Gulf War Era veterans, those who served in the GWOT campaigns have a higher percentage of disabilities than non-GWOT veterans.121

Such conditions have created unique and lasting experiences for Gulf War veterans, which may influence their post-service life and professional trajectories. That is, while health and wellness issues are important factors in post-service life for all veterans, the nature of post-9/11 warfare also has inculcated related and other important identity-defining cohort experiences. This is to say that injuries, disabilities, and related health and wellness issues are indicators of changes in the nature of service, battlefield conditions, and the demands and challenges of service. We are emphatic in the belief, therefore, that this and related inquiry must involve servicemembers’ own reflections on these changing conditions and experiences, as well as the significant attributes, skills, training, and expertise gained in the course of service. In and beyond education and employment, these experiences—hard won, practical, and life-changing in many cases—count as critical contributing factors in distinguishing today’s service and servicemembers from those of previous generations.
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119 Following Institute for National Security and Counterterrorism Deputy Director Professor VADM (Ret.) Robert B. Murrett’s suggestions, we use and prefer the term “post-traumatic stress” (PTS) to post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) so as both to reduce the tendency to pathologize stress conditions (i.e., disorder) and to acknowledge the widespread nature and broad spectrum of stress conditions after combat and deployments. Likewise, James Mattis argues for “post-traumatic growth” in a recent OpEd, “The Meaning of their Service,” The Wall Street Journal (April 17, 2015)—available at: http://www.wsj.com/articles/the-meaning-of-their-service-1429330859. See also, Richard J. McNally & B. Christopher Frueh, “Why Are Iraq and Afghanistan War Veterans Seeking PTSD Disability Compensation at Unprecedented Rates?” Journal of Anxiety Disorders 27, no. 5 (June 2013): 520—note that, “As of the late spring of 2012, 45% of veterans of the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq have applied for service-connected disability compensation for psychiatric and nonpsychiatric medical problems and 28% of have already secured it (Marchione, 2012) as compared to 14% of other veterans (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2013). Moreover, the average number of medical conditions cited by each disability applicant has ranged from eight to nine, increasing to as many as 14 conditions per applicant during the past year (Marchione, 2012). Importantly, these figures apply to all veterans of these two wars, not merely those with combat experience. This is a historically unprecedented rate of seeking disability compensation. The percentage of World War II, Vietnam, and Persian Gulf War veterans who have received disability compensation for any reason are 11%, 16%, and 21%, respectively (Marchione, 2012). The average number of conditions cited per applicant has risen dramatically as well. For example, World War II veterans averaged about two conditions per veteran, whereas Vietnam veterans averaged about four conditions per veteran (Marchione, 2012). Taken together, these data imply that our recent veterans suffer from far more disabling psychiatric and nonpsychiatric medical problems than have veterans of previous conflicts.” See also, M. Tracie Shea, Madaivi K. Reddy, Audrey R. Tyrka, & Elizabeth Sevin, “Risk Factors for Post-Deployment Posttraumatic Stress Disorder in National Guard/Reserve Service Members,” Psychiatry Research, 210, no.3 (2013): 1042-1048 and Sohany C. Han et al., “Military Unit Support, Postdeployment Social Support, and PTSD Symptoms Among Active Duty and National Guard Soldiers Deployed to Iraq,” Journal of Anxiety Disorders, 28, no. 5 (2014): 446-453.

120 Table 4 data is derived from the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs, Veterans Benefit Administration Annual Benefits Report, FY 2014, “Compensation section,” available at: http://www.benefits.va.gov/REPORTS/abV/ABR-Combined-FY14-11032015.pdf. “Disabled veterans” column compiled from Table (p. 6): “All Compensation Recipients by period of service,” Table (p. 7): “All Gulf War Era compensation recipients by GWOT status” ; “percent” column compiled from Table (p. 6): “Recipients and Disabilities by Period of Service: All Compensation Recipients by period of service,” and by dividing GWOT and non-GWOT compensation recipients by total compensation recipients to get the two percentages”; “Total number of disabilities” column compiled from Table (p. 6): “Period of Service Average disabilities per Veteran by period of service—all compensation recipients,” Table (p. 7): “Number of disabilities of all Gulf War Era compensation recipients by GWOT status” ; “Average number of disabilities” compiled from Table (p. 4): “Number of SC disabilities of all compensation recipients by period of service,” Table (p. 7): “Number of SC disabilities of all Gulf War Era compensation recipients by GWOT status”; “Annual total amount paid” column compiled from Table (p.18): “All compensation recipients and estimated annual payments,” Table (p.20): “All GWOT compensation recipients and estimated annual payments,” “Annual total amount spent on compensation recipients,” Table (p.20): “All GWOT compensation recipients and estimated annual payments,” “the Gulf War-era non-GWOT was calculated by taking the total amount spent annually on Gulf War Era compensation recipients, 21,297,996,929, (according to Table (p.18): “All compensation recipients and estimated annual payments”) and subtracting the amount spent on GWOT compensation recipients, 11,638,424,599.

121 According to (p. 3) “Global War on Terror (GWOT) Information Integrated into Period of Service Sections” in the compensation section, The Global War on Terror (GWOT) include troops whom have been deployed overseas since September 11, 2001 in support of GWOT. GWOT includes Operation Iraqi Freedom/ Operation Enduring Freedom/ Operation Iraqi Freedom/ Operation Enduring Freedom/ Operation New Dawn (OIF/OEF/OND), available at http://www.benefits.va.gov/REPORTS/abV/ABR-Combined-FY14-11032015.pdf.

122 VBA, 2014. Compensation, p. 7, Table: “Number of SC disabilities of all Gulf War Era compensation recipients by GWOT status.”
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